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T

he year 2013 is now behind us. This year has not only
seen the proliferation of scams and corruption, but has
also seen, accentuation of inter-ministerial differences
as well as conflicts in Center-States relations on major policy
matters, be it relating to land acquisition, environmental clearances or
progress of GST.
Then there were differences between the Ministry of Finance and the RBI
on policy stance in resolving growth-inflation dynamics. In this milieu,
business and industry, including the MSME sector continued to be wary
of “policy logjams”. It was, therefore, imperative for their spokesmen as
well as their representative bodies like the Chambers of Commerce and
Industry, including us at the MEDC, to be often very vocal in exhorting the
Government to pursue key policy measures and to ensure their prompt and
effective implementation.
Indeed, it is in this contextual backdrop, that the MEDC with the financial
support of EXIM Bank, IDFC and the ICICI Bank thought it most appropriate
to organize a Workshop with a group of eminent experts and economists
under the chairmanship of Dr. Vijay Kelkar to deliberate on and to evolve
the MEDC Action Plan [MAP] for the Next Big Economic Reforms.
We are pleased to present in this issue of our Digest the Management
Summary of the MAP, which eloquently brings out the policy issues and
challenges encompassing the whole gamut of economic activities from
manufacturing to supply chains such as logistics, finance, agriculture and
governance.
This quite apart, for MEDC, the year gone-by has been truly a year of some
significant achievements. I wish to highlight some of the major landmarks.
These are -The ‘MAHA INFRA SUMMIT 2013’, which was inaugurated by
the Hon’ble Chief Minister of Maharashtra, Shri Prithviraj Chavan; the Fourth
National Conference on ‘MSME – Clusters as Engines of MSME Growth’; ‘Agro
Vision at Nagpur’ ; ‘Value Added Agriculture – Supply Chain Management and
Dairy Processing’ ; the presentation of a comprehensive Research Study on
‘Repositioning Navi Mumbai as a Growth Engine’, which was commissioned by
CIDCO; The Report on ‘Efficient Alternate Sources of Revenue in Lieu of Octroi /
LBT’submitted to the Govt. of Maharashtra.
Let me conclude on a positive note. I am glad to inform you that Dr. Raghuram
Rajan, Hon’ble Governor of Reserve Bank of India has kindly accepted our
invitation to deliver the Tenth Dr. D.R. Gadgil Memorial Lecture on 13th
February 2014. I am sure all of us in MEDC would benefit immensely by
attending this event. Please register yourself in time to avoid disappointment.
You may visit MEDC web site or drop a mail on sureshg@medcindia.com;
and on medc@medcindia.com for booking your place at the Lecture.
Finally, let me take this opportunity to wish all our members, associates
and readers a happy and prosperous New Year full of newer and gainful
economic opportunities!

Cdr. Dipak Naik, President
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Agriculture V/S Urbanisation......
Mr. Chandrashekhar Prabhu

I

ndia was a predominantly
agricultural economy when it
gained independence. The then
rulers made serious attempts to
make massive investments in heavy
industries and change the economic
parameters. We started producing
steel and other requirements for
heavy industries and millions of
people got employment. Our needs
increased and the industrial growth
was barely adequate to take care of
our needs. In the initial few decades
after independence, we showed a
steady growth rate which at times
looked constant. Some chose to call
it the ‘Hindu growth rate’. The pre
liberalization period also saw the
green revolution which enhanced
the agricultural production and
brought agriculture back on the
priority list of the economic agenda.
Migration, be it in search of jobs
or otherwise, was always the
centerpiece of the growth story of
India. In the colonial period we saw
migration not just from one part
of the country to another, but also
from India to other countries. The
trend continues even today, and we
have people moving to urban areas
in search of better infrastructure. In
the post liberalization era we saw
our growth rate go up and at times it
appeared all set to touch the double
figures till the effects of slowdown
in most countries affected our
economy.
Although we have huge tracts of
agricultural land, owned by public
authorities and in the form of private
holdings, increase in population

has put pressure on the holdings
making them smaller as divisions
within families and distribution of
the land holdings has become the
order of the day. With the holdings
becoming smaller, it is difficult to
sustain several families if they are
to be fed by a single holding or
multiple holdings of small sizes.
Moreover all the lands are not
well irrigated. Despite agricultural
growth since independence, our
agriculture largely survives on
rain fed irrigation. We do have
underground aquifers and also
surface irrigation through our rivers
and water bodies, but all these
along with the irrigation projects
constructed in half a century
have not had substantial impact
on the agricultural production.
Instead of bringing about a drastic
reduction in the percentage of land
which survives only on rain for
agricultural production, our efforts
have been few and slow, and the
irrigation potential has not been
effectively utilized. Water bodies
are responsible for irrigation of
lands, but the main source of
water continues to be rain. With
the reliance on rain continuing to
be our main issue when it comes
to making an effective assessment
of our agricultural potential, other
issues sometimes take a back
seat. Recurring droughts in some
parts of the country and excessive
rainfall in the other parts have
resulted in a situation where the
agricultural growth has been
restricted. The topmost priority has

been rightly accorded to drinking
water and it is now stated with
authority that most states have the
capacity to supply drinking water
to all the citizens. After using the
water for drinking purposes, should
agriculture be given a priority over
industry? Different people will have
different answers to this question.
Governments have been allocating
huge tracts of land for industry, as it
is supposed to provide employment.
These aspects of development,
along with the pressures of
urbanization have shrunk the
lands available for the purpose of
agriculture.
The Urban areas continue to grow
at a rapid pace. With the demand
for housing and infrastructure
exceeding the supply by many
times, the prices of real estate
continue to grow making real estate
unaffordable for an overwhelming
majority of the population. When
the existing population of the urban
areas finds it virtually impossible
to afford a decent accommodation,
adequate housing becomes a
dream for the migrant which is
impossible to achieve. In such a
situation, the areas on the fringes of
the urban agglomerations provide
an opportunity to the agricultural
landowners and a portion of the
demand in the urban areas can be
met with by generation of cheaper
real estate which is relatively
affordable if compared with the
thriving urban pockets.
Good cultivable lands with irrigation
and potential to increase production
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multifold then fall prey to the
market forces and get converted
to non agricultural users. While the
newly converted lands do provide
relatively cheaper housing, the
infrastructural facilities available to
the urban areas are missing. This
results in the creation of urban
agglomerations which are already
deficient in infrastructural facilities,
and semi urban pockets on the
fringes of urban areas which have
virtually no infrastructure required
for qualifying as semi- urban areas.
Our processes of urbanization
are either not in place and where
attempts are made to streamline
them, the efforts are inadequate or
we have the sprawl of urbanization
happening and growing on the
strength of the demand and in most
cases with scant respect to the
infrastructure.
For the government records,
urbanization is indeed counting
of heads, and once an area has
a certain population, it is termed
urban. It has now been predicted
that we shall soon have more than
200 urban areas which will have a
population of a million and more
people. We do not have an estimate
of how much agricultural land needs
to be converted into non agricultural
user to facilitate such urbanization
and how such conversion will
affect the agricultural produce or
the growth of agriculture. We have
a system of governance which
thinks in watertight compartments.
We have urban development,
rural development and agriculture
departments, each making their own
predictions and projections without
considering the thought processes
going on in the other departments.
The planning department which
is
generally
responsible
to
collate the results of study and
research conducted in each of
the departments makes a list of
statistics but seldom do we see the
application of such statistics to the

policy making processes. The net
result is a combination of confusion
and chaos and the immediate
casualty is agriculture.
To make agriculture survive and
thrive, we need to think holistically
and go back to some basic
issues which need to be properly
addressed. While the increase in
population creates migration, it also
creates a demand on the agriculture
based products. How is this demand
going to be met? Unless we have a
strategy for taking a quantum leap
in the agricultural practices, which
takes the agricultural production to
such heights that we will generate
surplus of produce after adequately
feeding ourselves things will
not move further. It is only when
we produce more than what we
consume and make ourselves
competitive in the international
market that our agriculture will be
a growth engine. In our eagerness
to increase agricultural production,
if we ignore infrastructure, our rural
areas will continue to suffer. While
it is true that the agriculture sector
continues to be the largest provider
of employment, the employment
provided is seasonal and the wages
alone may not be adequate to take
care of the needs of those who
survive on such wages. On one
hand we talk about our commitment
to food security while on the other
hand we also talk about providing
adequate returns to the farmers
for their produce, and also about
giving better facilities and wages
to the agricultural labor. If the
labor is given more wages and the
subsidies on fertilizers reduced as
has been suggested in recent times,
the cost of production will increase
substantially. If this does happen
then the purchase prices will have
to be increased accordingly. We
could then have a situation when
the food security bills would be
much higher than what has been
estimated in recent times.

It is in this background that the
agriculturists have been getting
together to discuss issues which
are of utmost importance to all of
us and find a way out. We had a
group which claimed to have the
interest of farmers as its topmost
priority. The group seemed to
have a good support base when
some of its leaders decide to test
the political waters and failed to
get public support in the elections.
Every political party has its own
group dedicated to further the
interests of the farmers. We also
have apolitical groups which draw
support from leaders of all political
parties. The issues faced by them
are many. On one hand the supply
chain has to be modified to meet
the growing needs of the people.
On the other hand new and modern
techniques need to be pressed in
to increase the productivity. On the
third, we have the need to pay more
wages and on the fourth we need
to take a closer look at the support
prices and the export permissions.
Inflation has been a concern for the
government for some time now, and
as this could be one of the major
issues in the polls, the consumer’s
point of view will be important. As
the farmers constitute the support
base for all political parties, they
would compete with one another to
show how effective they have been
in taking up the cause of the farmers.
But when it comes to results we find
that most don’t deliver.
It is time that the issues of agriculture
are effectively highlighted especially
since the elections are near, and
the citizen insist on a fool proof
plan to tackle issues faced in the
agriculture sector.
It gives us immense pleasure to
wish all our readers a HAPPY NEW
YEAR.
chandrashekharp@hotmail.com
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Mr. Y. H. Gharpure*

Can Science, Technology and
Innovation Policy be Panacea
for India’s Ills?......

“You have to dream before your dreams come true”Dr. APJ Addul Kalam

Inspite of emphasise given to
science over more than 65 years
of independence, Nehru’s dream
of Science addressing nations
problem has not materialised. As
per governments own admission,
in India, 20cr Indians go hungry
every day. Following statement of
Shekhar Kapoor, filmmaker states
on Nehru Legacy is repeating:
“More Indian below poverty line than
the entire population in 1947”
26 %
of population or 31 Cr
are illiterate as per census 2011
and insanitation is widespread.
Superstitions still prevails and
a recent headline in DNA dated
13.05.13 reads as below –

Source: India Today, December, 3 2013 by R. Prasad, Page 18

1. Introduction :
Prime Minister Mr. Manmohan Singh during the recently held 100th Indian
Science Congress at Kolkata on 3rd January’2013 announced Science,
Technology and Innovation Policy 2013(1). This is the 4th such policy
announced. Earlier, Indian government had Science Policy Resoultion
of 1958. The Technology Policy Statement of 1983 and the Science and
Technology Policy of 2003 vide Annexure I, II and III. Even Nehru in 1956
had emphasised importance of science and we quote below :
“It is science alone”, said Jawaharlal Nehru in 1956

“Human sacrifice : Man kills two to
become crorepati”
The anti-supersitition bill is pending
with Maharashtra government for
last many years even after Dabholkar
Murder. Inspite of prevention of
child marriage act and Anti Dowry
Act, child marriages takes place
and dowry is given and taken vide
headline in DNA dated 24.05.2013.

“that can solve the problems of hunger and poverty, of insanitation and
illiteracy, of superstition and deadening customs and traiditions, of vast
resources turning to waste, of a rich country inhabited by starving people---The
future belongs to science and those who make friends with science”

*

“Cops resuce minor from marriage
hall” and “Man watches wife commit
suicide on webcom – He and his parent
have been booked by Mumbai police
for dowry harassment”

Mr. Y.H. Gharpure, Chairman and Managing Director of M/s. Gharpure Consulting Engineers Pvt. Ltd. is a consultant to Chemical and
Pharmaceutical Industry. He was Managing Director of M/s. Hindustan Antibiotics Ltd., Pimpri, Pune Till 1985. Mr. Gharpure is also
Director of M/s. Industrial Polyclinic (India) Pvt. Ltd.

He was director of many companies earlier. He is founder President of M/s.

Technology Transfer Association and founder Chairman of M/s. Voluntary Executives Forum of India and President, Indo Japan Business
Council. Mr. Gharpure could be contacted at gharpure03@gmail.com
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India has 15 agro climatic zones
and yet the natural resources are
not exploited. For example , area
of Pune district and Isreal are
almost equal. Isreal has just one
river whereas Pune district has 5
and yet there is drought situation
in Pune district , whereas Isreal is
exportor of fruits , flowers and agro
products. So Nehru’s observation
of rich country inhibited by starving
people is still true inspite of 4
Science and Technology policies
over last 65 years. We shall review
the 2013 policy below :
ANNEXURE I
Aims of Policy 1958(2)
The

Government

of

India

have

accordingly decided that the aims of their
1958 scientific policy will be –
1. To foster, promote, and sustain, by all
appropriate means, the cultivation
of science, and scientific research in
all its aspects - pure, applied, and
educational;
2. To ensure an adequate supply, within
the country, of research scientists
of the highest quality,

and to

recognize their work as an important
component of the strength of the
nation;
*

to encourage, and initiate, with
all possible speed, programmes
for the training of scientific
and technical personnel, on
a scale adequate to fulfil the
country’s

needs

in

science

and education, agriculture and
industry, and defence;
3. To ensure that the creative talent of
men and women is encouraged and
finds full scope in scientific activity;
•

to

encourage

individual

initiative for the acquisition and
dissemination

of

knowledge,

and for the discovery of new
knowledge, in an atmosphere of
academic freedom;

•

and, in general, to secure for
the people of the country all the
benefits that can accrue from
the acquisition and application
of scientific knowledge.

ANNEXURE III
2003 Policy Objectives(4)
Recognizing the changing context of
the scientific enterprise, and to meet
present national needs in the new era of

ANNEXURE II
Aims of 1983 Policy(3)

globalisation, Government enunciates
the following objectives of its Science

The basic objectives of the Technology
Policy will be the development of

and Technology Policy:
•

To ensure that the message of

efficient

science reaches every citizen of

absorption and adaptation of imported

India, man and woman, young and

technology

old, so that we advance scientific

indigenous

technology
appropriate

and
to

national

temper, emerge as a progressive

priorities and resources. Its aims are to:

and enlightened society, and make

a) attain technological competence and
self-reliance, to reduce vulnerability,
particularly in strategic and critical
areas, making the maximum use of
indigenous resources;
b) provide the maximum gainful and
satisfying employment to all strata
of society, with emphasis on the
employment of women and weaker
sections of society;
c) use traditional skills and capabilities,
making
them
commercially
competitive;
d) ensure the correct mix between mass
production technologies and production
by the masses;

it possible for all our people to
participate fully in the development
of science and technology and
its application for human welfare.
Indeed, science and technology will
be fully integrated with all spheres of
national activity.
•

ensure

nutritional,

food,

agricultural,

environmental,

water,

health and energy security of the
people on a sustainable basis.
•

To mount a direct and sustained
effort on the alleviation of poverty,
enhancing

livelihood

security,

removal of hunger and malnutrition,

e) ensure maximum development with
minimum capital outlay;

reduction of drudgery and regional
imbalances, both rural and urban,

f) identify obsolescence of technology in
use and arrange for modernization of
both equipment and technology;

and generation of employment, by
using scientific and technological
capabilities along with our traditional

g)develop technologies which are
internationally competitive, particularly
those with export potential;
h) improve production speedily through
greater efficiency and fuller utilization of
existing capabilities, and enhance the
quality and reliability of performance
and output;

To

knowledge pool. This will call for
the generation and screening of
all

relevant

technologies,

their

widespread dissemination through
networking and support for the vast
unorganized sector of our economy.
•

To

vigorously

foster

scientific

i) reduce demands on energy, particularly
energy from non-renewable sources;

research in universities and other

j) ensure harmony with the environment,
preserve the ecological balance and
improve the quality of the habitat; and

institutions; and attract the brightest

k) recycle waste material and make full
utilization of by-products.

sense of excitement concerning the

academic, scientific and engineering
young persons to careers in science
and technology, by conveying a
advancing frontiers, and by creating
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mechanisms that relate to technology

for them. Also to build and maintain

development, evaluation, absorption

centres of excellence, which will

and upgradation from concept to

raise the level of work in selected

utilization.

standards.

Property

To promote the empowerment of

which maximises the incentives for

2010-20 as decade of innovation
and establishment of national
innovation council in 2013. It
emphasises `Science, Technology
and Innovation’ for the people. The
key elements of the policy are given
below :

women in all science and technology

the generation and protection of

•

activities and ensure their full and

intellectual property by all types of

equal participation.

inventors. The regime would also

Promoting
the
spread
of
scientific temper amongst all
sections of society.

To provide necessary autonomy

provide a strong, supportive and

•

and freedom of functioning for all

comprehensive policy environment

academic and R&D institutions so

for speedy and effective domestic

Enhancing skill for applications
of science among the young
from all social strata

that an ambience for truly creative

commercialisation of such inventions

•

work is encouraged, while ensuring

so as to be maximal in the public

at the same time that the science

interest.

Making careers in science,
research
and
innovation
attractive enough for talented
and bright minds.

•

Establishing
world
class
infrastructure for R&D for gaining
global leadership in some select
frontier areas of science.

•

Positioning India among the top
five global scientific powers by
2020.

•

Linking contributions of science,
research and innovation system
with the inclusive economic
growth agenda and combining
priorities of excellence and
relevance.

•

Creating an environment for
enhanced
Private
Sector
Participation in R&D.

•

Enabling conversion of R&D
outputs into societal and
commercial applications by
replicating hitherto successful
models as well as establishing
of new PPP structures.

•

Seeding
S&T-based
highrisk innovations through new
mechanisms.

•

Fostering resource-optimized,
cost-effective innovations across
size and technology domains.

•

Triggering changes in the
mindset and value systems to
recognize, respect and reward

areas to the highest international
•

•

and technology enterprise in the

•

•

•

an

Rights

Intellectual

(IPR)

regime

To ensure, in an era in which
information is key to the development

responsibilities and commitments.

of science and technology, that all

To use the full potential of modern

efforts are made to have high-speed

science and technology to protect,

access to information, both in quality

preserve, evaluate, update, add

and quantity, at affordable costs;

value to, and utilize the extensive

and also create digitized, valid and

civilizational experience of India.

•

establish

country is fully committed to its social

usable content of Indian origin.

knowledge acquired over the long
•

To

•

To

encourage

research

and

To accomplish national strategic and

application

security-related objectives, by using

prevention and mitigation of natural

the latest advances in science and

hazards,

technology.

cyclones, earthquakes, drought and

To

encourage

research

forecasting,

particularly,

floods,

landslides.

and

innovation in areas of relevance

for

•

To promote international science

society,

and technology cooperation towards

particularly by promoting close and

achieving the goals of national

productive

between

development and security, and make

private and public institutions in

it a key element of our international

science and technology. Sectors

relations.

for

the

economy

and

interaction

such as agriculture (particularly soil

•

To integrate scientific knowledge

and water management, human

with insights from other disciplines,

and

and

animal

nutrition,

fisheries),

ensure

fullest

involvement

water, health, education, industry,

of scientists and technologists in

energy including renewable energy,

national governance so that the

communication and transportation

spirit and methods of scientific

would

enquiry permeate deeply into all

be

accorded

highest

priority. Key leverage technologies

areas of public policy making.

such as information technology,
biotechnology and materials science
and technology would be given
special importance.
•

To substantially strengthen enabling
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2. Science, Technology and
Innovation Policy 2013 :
The policy is very well drafted
on objectives.
It talks about
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performances
wealth from
knowledge.
•

which create
S&T derived

Creating a robust
innovation system.

•

national

It talks of increasing the R&D
expenditure from under 1% to 2% of
GDP. It talks of increasing industry
share in research to 33%. It talks
of Indian publication in the top 1%
impact making journals double from
present 2.5% to 5% by 2020. It
also talks of full time R&D personal
increasing by atleast 66% of the
present strength. The objectives of
the policy are as below :
•

Nourishing at the Grass Roots

•

Excellence and Relevance in
basic research

•

Bringing about Gender Parity

•

Increasing
Inter
University
Centres- discipline specific as
well as multi-disciplinary

•

Participation in Global R&D
Infrastructure and Big Science

•

Performance linked rewards and
investments

Policy wants to attract private
sector investment in R&D by setting
up National Science, Technology
and Innovation Foundation to
be established in Public Private
partnership to focus on :
•

globally.

Facilitating
private
sector
investment in R&D centres in
India and overseas.

•

Promoting establishment of large
R&D facilities in PPP mode with
provisions for benefits sharing.

•

Permitting multi stakeholders
participating in the Indian R&D
system.

•

Treating R&D in the private sector
at par with public institutions for
availing public funds.

•

Bench marking of R&D funding
mechanisms
and
patterns

Modifying IPR policy to provide
for marching rights for social
good when supported by public
funds and for co-sharing IPRs
generated under PPP.

•

Promoting mechanisms such as
`small idea-small money’ and
`Risky idea Fund’ to support
innovation incubators.

•

Establishing of a fund for
innovations for social inclusion.

•

Launching newer mechanisms
for
nurturing
Technology
Business Incubators (TBIs) and
science-led entrepreneurship.

•

Leveraging
traditional
knowledge through modern
science for finding solutions to
national challenges.

•

Providing
incentives
for
commercialization
of
innovations with focus on green
manufacturing.

•

Supporting
STI
driven
entrepreneurship with viable
and highly scalable business
models.

•

Investing in young innovators
and
entrepreneurs
through
education,
training
and
mentoring.

The policy talks about doubling India’s
share of global trade in high tech
products from present around 8%
Specifically, the policy focuses on –
•

•

•

Prioritizing critical R&D areas like
agriculture, telecommunications,
energy, water management,
health and drug discovery,
materials, environment and
climate variability and change.
Promoting
inter-disciplinary
research, including traditional
knowledge.
Fostering the delivery and use
in the society of innovations in
the strategic sectors with civilian
application potential.

The policy sums up its objective as
below :
“A strong and viable Science,
Research and Innovation System
for High Technology led path for
India (SRISHTI) is the goal of the
new STI policy”
We shall now review what is the
status of R&D in India as a result
of earlier policies of 1958, 1983
and 2003 with a view to assess
possibility of 2013 policy success.

3. Global Perspective of Indian R&D
Worldmapper.org bring out interesting maps on variety of subjects. Following
3 maps are relevant to our discussion on status of Indian R&D(5).
Research and Development Employees

Territory size shows the proportion of worldwide research and development employees
working there. Source :http://www.worldmapper.org/display.php?selected=166
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Research and Development Expenditure

4. India Missed Science and
Technology Waves(6)
A paper titled 13 New Technologies
: Opportunities and Threats by
Paulo Rodrigues Pereira highlights
5 waves that have taken place since
1770 in Science and Technology
field vide table no. 1 :

Territory size shows the proportion of worldwide research and development spending that is
spent there. . Source :http://www.worldmapper.org/display.php?selected=166

Science Research

Territory size shows the proportion of all scientific papers published in 2001 written by authors
living there . Source : http://www.worldmapper.org/display.php?selected=205

From

the

above

maps,

it can be concluded that
India

has

reasonable

While he has put a question mark
after 1990 wave of information
and communication technology, it
now appears that the 21st century
is on to a new wave led by rapid
developments in some of the
cutting edge technologies such as
Bio-Technology, Nano Technology,
Robotics etc. It is too early however
to grasp the 6th wave of Science
and Technology that will engulf the
21st century.
Another attempt by Mr. Carlota
Perez had identifying successive
technological revolutions that have
taken place in his paper titled “
Technological Revolutions and
Techno-Economic Paradigms vide
table no 2 (7) :

TABLE 2
FIVE SUCCESSIVE TECHNOLOGICAL REVOLUTIONS, 1770s to 2000s

number of research and
development
working.

employees

However, when

it comes to research and
development

expenditure,

the performance is poorer.
This is also reflected in the
map showing poor research
paper published by Indian
scientists.
As a result of above state
of affair of Indian S&T ,
India has missed the 5 S&T
waves that swept the world
which we review next..
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Electrical
and heavy
engineering
Kondratiev

Fordist mass
production
Kondratiev

1880s & 1890s to
1930s & 1940s
“Belle epoque”
“Great depression

1930s & 1940s to
1980s & 1990s
Golden age
of growth and
Keynesian full
employment
Crisis of structural
adjustment
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Computers Electronic
capital goods Software
Telecommunications
equipment Optical
fibres Robotics, FMS
Ceramics , Data banks
Information services
Digital telecommunications network , Satellites

Automobiles , Trucks
Tractors , Tanks
Armaments for motorized warfare
Aircraft Consumer durables, Process plant
Synthetic materials
Petrochemicals
Highways Airports
Airlines

Electrical engineering,
Electrical machinery
Cable and wire , Heavy
engineering , Heavy
armaments , Steel ships
Heavy chemicals
Synthetic dyestuffs
Electricity supply and
distribution

Steam engines
Steamships ; Machine
tools ,Iron , Railway
equipment , Railways
World shipping

Textiles , Textile chemicals ,Textile machinery
Iron-working and iron
castings, Water power
Potteries , Trunk canals
Turnpike roads

abundant supply at

sectors infrastructure

“Chips” (micro
electronics)

Energy
(especially oil)

Steel

Coal
Transport

Cotton
Pig-iron

descending price

industries offering

and induced growth

Key factor

“Third generation” biotechnology products and
processes
Space activities
Fine chemicals
SDI

Automobiles
Aircraft Telecommunications , Radio Aluminium
Consumer durables , Oil
Plastics Computers
Radar NC machine tools
Drugs , Nuclear weapons
and power Missiles
Micro-electronics software

Automobiles Aircraft
Telecommunications
Radio Aluminium
Consumer durables
Oil Plastics

Steel , Electricity ,Gas,
Synthetic dyestuffs , Heavy
engineering

Steam engines
Machinery

rapidly from small base

Other sectors growing

Oligopolistic competition. Multinational corporations based on direct
foreign investment and multi-plant
locations. Competitive subcontracting on “arms length” basis or vertical
integration. Increasing concentration, divisionalization, and hierarchical control. “Techno-structure” in
large corporations
“Networks” of large and small firms
based increasingly on computer
networks and close cooperation in
technology, quality control, training,
investment planning, and production
planning (“just-in-time”) etc. “Keiretsu” and similar structures offering
internal capital markets.

Limitations of scale of batch production overcome
by flow processes and assembly-line production
techniques, full standardization of components
and materials and abundant cheap energy. New
patterns of industrial locations and urban development through speed and flexibility of automobiles
and
air transport. Further cheapening of mass consumption products.
Diseconomies of scale and inflexibility of dedicated
assembly-line and process plant partly overcome
by flexible manufacturing systems, “networking”
and “economies of scope.” Limitations of energy
intensity and materials intensity partly overcome
by electronic control systems and components.
Limitations of hierarchical departmentalization
overcome by “systemation,” “networking,” and
integration of design, production, and marketing.

Emergence of giant firms, cartels,
trusts, and mergers. Monopoly
and oligopoly became typical.
“Regulation” or state ownership of
“natural” monopolies and “public
utilities.” Concentration of banking
and “finance-capital.” Emergence of
specialized “middle management” in
large firms.

High noon of small-firm competition,
but larger firms now employing
thousands, rather than hundreds.
As firms and markets grow, limited
liability and joint stock company
permit new pattern of investment,
risk-taking, and ownership.

Limitations of water power in terms of inflexibility of
location, scale of production, reliability and range
of applications, restricting further development
of mechanization and factory production to the
economy as a whole. Largely overcome by steam
engine and new transport system.
Limitations of iron as an engineering material
in terms of strength, durability, precision, etc..
partly overcome by universal availability of cheap
steel and of alloys. Limitations of inflexible belts,
pulleys, etc., driven by one large steam engine
overcome by unit and group drive for electrical
machinery, overhead cranes, power tools permitting vastly improved layout and capital saving.
Standardization facilitating worldwide operations

Individual entrepreneurs and small
firms (< 100 employees) competition. Partnership structure facilitates
cooperation of technical innovators
and financial managers. Local capital and individual wealth.

cooperation and competition

Organization of firms and forms of

Limitations of scale, process control, and mechanization in domestic “putting out” system. Limitations
of hand-operated tools and processes. Solutions
offering prospects of greater productivity and
profitability, through mechanization and factory
organization in leading industries.

solutions

and ways in which new paradigm offers some

Limitations of previous techno-economic paradigm

TABLE 1 : TENTATIVE OF SOME OF THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF SUCCESSIVE WAVES

Main “carrier branches”

* All columns dealing with the “fifth Kondratiev” are necessarily speculative.

Information
and communication
Kondratiev

Steam power
and railway
Kondratiev

1830s & 1840s to
1880s & 1890s
Victorian prosperity
“Great depression”

1980s & 1990s to ?*

Early mechanization
Kondratiev

Description

1770s & 1780s to
1830s & 1840s
“Industrial
revolution”
“Hard times”

upswing, downswing

Approx. periodization
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As can be seen from the table, the
5th wave started in 1971 and can be
considered as concluded by the end
of 20th Century. A new wave has
started in 21st century about which
we are yet to grasp its full impact.
In both above tables, it can be seen
that India has missed all the 5 waves.
Can we at least be at the forefront
of the 6th ?. Before we answer, let
us see how we stand with presently
even compared to China.

As
can
be
seen,
the
technological
gap between
China and India will become
wider by 2025.

5. What is the Present
Status of Indian S&T
One cannot underestimate
importance of developing and
using cutting age science and
technologies to redress India’s
woes.

At the beginning of 20th
century, India did have eminent
scientists like Homi Bhabha,
A report by Rand National Defence Meghnad Saha and Shanti
Research Institute on Science and Swarup Bhatnagar following theSource :Nandini Chemical Journal, March’2013
Technology among other things footsteps of C.V. Raman, Jagdish In spite of 70 years of existence
compares key indicators of China Chandra Bose and S. Ramanujan. and government support, the
and India. An edited version of the Several important steps were taken laboratories have yet to develop any
technology which had made impact
same is in Table no 3.
after independence to encourage
commercially globally. Even in case
TABLE 3 : S&T Key Indicators China and India, 2008-2025
of pure science, it has a long way to
India
China
go and winning a Noble price is a
2008 2010 2015 2020 2025 2008
2010
2015
2020
2025
far cry. Since Noble Prizes started in
1901, Indians have received 9 noble
Researchers (in thousands)
prizes (Viz. Ravindranath Tagore,
Scenario 1
31
84
139
183
240
1,024 1,860 3,070 4,053 5,350
Dr. C.V. Rahman, Kipling, Dr, Har
Ph.D’s in S&E (in thousands)
Gobind Khorana, Prof. Amartya Sen,
Scenario 1
3
8
14
18
23
17
30
50
66
88
Dr. Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar,
Patents
Dr. Narpal, Dr. Pachori, Dr.
Venkatraman Ramakrishnan).
3
Scenario 1
27
72
119
156
205
172
313
516
681
899
of
them
were
received
before
Publications (in thousands)
independence and 6 afterwards.
Scenario 1
3
9
15
20
26
22
41
67
88
117
Of these, only 4 prizes were for
Notes : Scenario 1: Current Cost FTR/Current Productivity. Scenairo.With U.S. Statistics servicing as the
scientists of which one was before
abase, China’s factor is 0.12 and India’s is 0.30.
independence to DR. C.V. Rahman
As can be seen from the table, if the S&T activities in India including
working in India and rest 3 were for
current trends in India and China setting up of IIT’s starting with the
Indians working abroad including Dr.
continue the gap between India first one at Kharagpur in 1951(9).
Khorana, Dr. Chandrashekhar and
and China by 2025 will increase
CSIR Council of Scientific and Dr. Ramakrishnan). Indian scientists
drastically in all key indicators.
Industrial Research was created 70 working in India is yet to get a noble
Same is summarised below :
years back(10). During prize, a sad story. Further there
INDIA
CHINA
the year 2010-11, it had are no efforts for Indian science
2015
2025
2015
2025 a budgetory support
to excell and win Noble Prizes. It
Researchers (in thousands)
139
240
3070
5350 of
almost Rs.3000 is pertinent to note that since the
crores. There are 37 prizes were initiated, 851 individuals
Ph.D ‘S in S&D (in thousands)
14
23
50
88
laboratories spread all and 25 organizations have received
Patents
119
205
516
899
over India vide map the prizes.
Publications (in thousands)
15
26
67
117
show :
S & T Projections for India and
China(8)
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The reasons are not far to seek(11).
There is domination and interference
by bureaucrats in Indian Science.
There is lack of sense of urgency and
accountability. Promotion on reward
basis is absent and is generally by
seniority.
There are even agitations by CSIR
staff for promotion policy, wage parity
etc. No wonder, the entrepreneurs
are forced to buy latest technologies
again and again in the same field
even from small countries like South
Korea, Taiwan , Isreal etc. Is CSIR
willing to accept the blame?.
One solution for CSIR is to handover
their running to contract research
organisations with mandated time
bound contracts for development
of critical technologies required by
defence and industry. Such contract
should also have a clause for failure,
if inspite of best efforts, the contract
organisation is not able to deliver.
Such provisions do existing in
contracts research in US and other
countries. If not, there is Atomic
Energy Commission or Sparce
Research Organisation model.
It involved creating atomic energy
establishment led by Dr. Homi
Bhaba , Indian Space Research
Organisation setup led by Dr. Vikram
Sarabhai , the phenomenon of
creating center of excellence around
eminent scientists like Dr. Homi Baba
and Dr. Vikram Sarabhai. This was
however totally absent while setting
up of CSIR laboratories.
As result of creating center of
excellence in atomic energy and
space, both organizations have
given good account of themselves
with Pokhran nuclear explosion
in 1975 by atomic establishment
and the recently launched mars
mission by space organisation. This
phenomenon of creating center of

excellence round eminent scientist
has to be carried forward by CSIR
and other laboratories. Both the
organizations had focus, massive
support and clear goals.
Alongwith the same, the funding
was massive as also the number
of researchers employed(9). Overall
India has only 140 researchers for
1 million population as compare
to 4,651 in US. Funding is also
important. India has invested USD
3.7 billion in S&T between 200203 as compared to 4 times more by
China and 75 times more by US.
Also required is to prevent unethical
practices among the scientific
community
of
making
illegal
money, misuse of power, frivolous
publications and patents, faulty
promotion policies victimazation of
whistleblower, etc.
In the industrial sector, the past
policies followed by the government
of India including protecting the
Indian Industry through very high
tariff barriers up to 300% import
duty protection discouraged R&D
efforts. Such protection did lead
to development of indigenous
technology i.e. rediscovery of
wheel. But it was dissensitive not
only to absorb and improve existing
technologies so developed but
also to do research and develop
technological excellence, forget
developing disruptive technologies.
In education field, setting up of
IIT’s did attract the best minds but
when they passed out, there were
no opportunities and the IITIAN’s
become a most highly sought
about export items. They did excel
wherever they went, be it USA,
UK or Europe but it was at the
cost of development of indigenous
technologies including cutting edge
technologies in India.

Apart from the above protection
given with tariff barriers, in order
to develop small scale industry,
reservations were made for SSI
unit and encouragement was given
to set them up even at the cost of
being uneconomic in size. The
woes of the science and technology
sector was futher accerated with
license and permit system which
enabled industry to corner license
and manufactured a product without
any competition and consequently
cost and technological excellence
consideration. The above licence
and permit raj also created an
array of inspectors and regulators
thereby adding to the woes of the
manufacturing sector. Such of the
industries which wanted to expand
to economic size, they were not only
prevented by the license and permit
system but also through Monopolies
and Restrictive Trade Practices Act.
Many countries like China not
being able to develop their own
technologies, allowed freely Foreign
Direct Investment which included
setting up of not only economic size
capacity plants but consequently also
import of cost effective technologies
and production systems to improve
production and productivity, whereas
in India , even already existing
MNC’s were asked to decrease
their equity to 40% which acted
as dissensitive for them to make
further investment including of latest
technologies and innovations. On
top of the above, the Indian Patent
Act 1970 encouraged reverse
engineering of patented products
abroad thereby proving dissensitive
to development of cutting edge
indigenous technologies.
All the above in spite of emphasis
on S&T given by Nehru : An article
by Mr. Gauhar Reza in DNA dated
29.11.13 bring out an interesting
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facts about the first Science Policy
Resolution (SPR) tabled to the
parliament by then Prime Minister,
Pandit Jahawar Nehru in 1958(12).
He himself read out the resolution in
Parliament in view of its importance.
Not only the opposition supported
the resolution but pointed out that the
government was late in bringing out
such a resolution and asked for more
funds for science and technology.
The debate further emphasised that
scientist should not be burdened
with administrative responsibility.
The linkage between science and
technology was also emphasised.
No wonder till 1999, Indian science
was considered to be ahead of
China and the same was brought out
clearly by Science Advisory Council
of the prime minister in 2010. Since
then however, the expenditure
on Science and Technology has
trippled in China from 0.5% to 1.5%
of GDP.
More importantly, the
Chinese are more keen to translate
policy into action. At the same time,
Indian Science and Technology had
declined and today India has less
S&T manpower per million people
not only as compared to China but
even as compared to countries like
South Korea, Czech Republic, Brazil,
Turkey , Iran , South Africa and
even Qatar. In fact , the last country
(Qatar) spents 2.7% of GDP on S&T.
The declined of Indian science and
technology could also be attributed
to the rise of IT sector. The young
bright minds are enamoured with IT
even though it could mean only call
centers.
Indian science is fraught with
sycophancy , feudal culture and
religious display of myths within
scientific institutions leading to
decline of Science and Technology.
This has happened at a time when
S&T has become expensive. It is
16
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also now a large scale collaborative
team work to develope cutting edge
technologies.
Nehru was committed to socialistic
ideas and socialism including
centralised planning, emphasis on
public sector etc. At a time that
Nehru was propagating socialistic
ideas, the Soviet style socialism was
failing which ultimately led to colapse
of Soviet Union and the Eastern
Europe Communist block.
That
the socialism will fail was already
forecasted in late 50’s but it took
India a long time to accept failure
of socialism. It is pertinent to note
that the welfare of average Indian
in 1950 was 29% that of average
world citizen whereas by 1979 it
got reduced to 20%(13). Similarly,
the India’s per capita GDP during
Nehru’s tenure as a proporation of
average world per capita GDP was
reduced by 3% point (or by 11%) of
its previous level. It further declined
in 1965 war and was 23% in 1966.
Inspite of failure of the socialism in
India as also in the Soviet block,
India has not totally abandoned
socialist system .
It is not that the government of
India did not realise the importance
of technology. As a matter of
fact,
the government did have
Council of Scientific and Industrial
Research(CSIR) under which 37
laboratories were created in every
aspects of economic activity.
Unfortunately, the setting up of the
laboratories were in a bureaucratic
way. For example, instead of a
laboratory being set up around a
scientist of excellence and he be
able to create a school under him to
create an excellence centre develop
cutting edge and breakthrough
technologies,
in CSIR system,
a decision was taken to set up a
lab, investments were made and

directors appointed in bureautic
way. Promotion system did not
allow brilliant scientists to show
excellence and have accelerated
growth. The entire CSIR system
woes were compounded with the
labs having to make procurement
as per government tender system
with emphasis on lowest quotation
bases. There were also delays in
producrement and even in Directors
appointment to the determent of the
performance of the laboratories.
We shall review below the reasons
for above state of affair of S&T.
Source :
1.

Science, Technology and Innovation Policy
2013, Government of India, Ministry of Science and Technology, New Delhi

2.

http://www.dst.gov.in/stsysindia/spr1958.htm

3.

http://www.dst.gov.in/stsysindia/sps1983.htm

4.

http://www.dst.gov.in/stsysindia/stp2003.htm

5.

http://www.worldmapper.org/display.
php?selected=166

6.

13 New Technologies : Opportunities and
threats by Paulo Rodrigues Pereira at httpp://
unu.edu

7.

Technological revolutions and technoeconomic paradigms, Carlota Perez, January
20,2009, Technological
University of Tallinn, Estonia and Universities
of Cambridge and Suzzex, UK,www.carlotaperez.org

8.

Science and Technology, Rand National
Defense Research Institute

9.

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Science_and_technology_in_India

10. Nandini Chemical Journal, March 2013 – Talk
of the Month – Whither CSIR Labs?
11. http://www.slideshare.net/DassaultSystemes/enter-into-the-4th-industrial-revolution
8626426?utm_ source=slideshow&utm_
medium=ssemail&utm_campaign=weekly_digest
12. Science is an Expensive affair – Sauhar Raza
– DNA dated 29.11.13e
13. The times of India, dated 21-11-13, The God
that Failed by Mr. Arvind Virmani

technologytransfer0@gmail.com;
mails_0102@yahoo.com

to be continued in the next issue of the
Digest i.e. February 2014
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MAP for The Next Big Economic Reforms
(MAP = MEDC Action Plan )
Proceedings of the ‘Lavasa Workshop, February 2013 by
Dr. Prakash Hebalkar, Member, MEDC Economic Digest Editorial Board

MANAGEMENT SUMMARY OF THE REPORT

T

he year 2012 was marked
by repeated observations
by economists and other
observers of “Policy Paralysis” in
India. What better time than this,
to ask what should be the Next Big
Reforms that are needed to re-stoke
the embers of growth to produce a
roaring fire?
The reasons to seek these Big
Reforms are many. The classic
reason is to avoid stagnation of India
amidst the large number of “middle
income countries” indefinitely. As
the excellent conference on India
2039 held in Mumbai brought out,
while some 18 countries globally
have been “middle income”
for the past 50 years, including
12 in Latin America and three in
Asia—Malaysia, the Philippines,
and Thailand, the ADB said that at
their current pace of growth, many
will remain trapped for years
to come. On the other hand, 14
economies have escaped the
trap since 1965, including several
in Asia. Hong Kong, Japan, South
Korea and Singapore completed
the transition from low to high
income. Should not India be one of
the fourteen who made it out of the
middle income trap1 into the high
income category?
Typically,
1

countries

trapped

at

The middle-income trap is a situation of
decreasing competitiveness arising from
rising cost of labour arising from rising
wages and stagnaing productivity which
saw, for example, South Africa and Brazil
languish for decades in what the World
Bank call the “middle income” range
(about $1,000 to $12,000 gross national
income per person measured in 2010
money).

middle-income level have: (1)
low investment ratios; (2) slow
manufacturing growth; (3) limited
industrial diversification; and (4) poor
labour market conditions. These
are already observable in India and
correctives are urgently needed. As
wages rise, manufacturers often
find themselves unable to compete
in export markets with lower-cost
producers elsewhere. For instance,
this has happened to India with
regard to garment and textile
exports and India has lost out to
Bangladesh now and China earlier
in spite of being a large cotton fibre
producer.
Another perspective arising from
direct observation leads to these
reasons that were cited in the
invitation to this economists’
Workshop in Lavasa: India needs
to raise our economic growth
rate up to 10% per annum; we
need to address the challenges of
anticipated growing urbanisation
with 100 new Million-Plus cities;
we need to address the major
concerns relating to the population
bulge (the so-called “demographic
dividend which could turn into a
curse”) and explore high growth
areas to absorb the growing work
force in productive activities; we
need to increase our agricultural
productivity to at least Chinese
levels; we need to improve our
capital markets to scale up funding
to match the aspirational growth
targets; we need to turn around our
trade and current account deficits
into surpluses and so on; while so
doing, needless to say, efforts will
have to be made to address the

compulsions of political economy,
fractured polity, emergence of
regional power centres & coalition
governments.
A third perspective stems from
an observation of what is clearly
lacking or in short supply in India
twenty years plus after the initial
impulse towards economic reforms
of 1991. What is unavailable? One
could cite, besides many others,
these:
•

Old Age Security

•

Public Safety – Life/Property

•

Potable Water Meeting Who
Standards Supplied To Homes

•

Clean Air Meeting Who
Standards

•

Clean Rivers

•

Clean Roads And Clean
Beaches

What is in short supply ? One
could note, among others:
•

Jobs

•

Housing

•

Power/Energy

•

Protein Foods

•

Roads

•

Port Capacity

•

Railway Capacity

•

Public Transport

Surely, providing these ought to be
on the agenda for Big Economic
Reforms?
This in turn calls for attention to
these urgent issues:
•

The wide and widening Current
Account Deficit and Export
Competitiveness

•

Jobs for Millions of Youth in the
Population bulge
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•

A high and continuing, indeed
growing Import Dependence in
the Energy Field

•

Long and Sluggish Governance
Processes

•

Building scale and non-fragility(cf
Nassim Taleb) into all business
sectors
without
creating
monopolies or cronyism

A useful paradigm to approach all
of these concerns with a common
structure in terms of the next Big
Reforms is provided by Andrew
Shengs writings2 on Supply Chains
and this became the structural
basis for the Lavasa Workshop on
the Next Big Economic Reforms.
The workshop revolved around a
consideration of four supply chains
with a view to optimising them;
optimisation recognises that the
best supply chains are short and
adaptive at all of the hierarchic
levels of interaction with each
other that supply chains invariably
involve. These four supply chains
2

China’s Evolving Web, http://www.projectsyndicate.org/commentary/china-s-evolving-web-by-andrew-sheng and Reshaping China’s Government Services Supply
Chain, – Fung Global Institute http://www.
fungglobalinstitute.org/publications/Articles/reshaping-chinas-government-services-supply-chain-353.html
“Most studies of supply chains examine
their operations, but take for granted governments’ critical enabling role. Because
the non-delivery of government services
would inhibit the proper functioning of
business supply chains, understanding
how the government services supply chain
works is vital.
For example, the Chinese economy’s
transformation was enabled by the synchronized delivery of government services
to support the logistics, finance, and manufacturing supply chains. This was a complex task that involved different levels of
the Chinese government and many state
agencies and ministries.
A supply chain is not only a network for
production, but also a live feedback
mechanism, continually adjusting itself
to ensure that production is coordinated
and aligned efficiently to meet changes
in global consumers’ demand, tastes, and
preferences.
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are: the Manufacturing and
Logistics Supply Chain, the
Agricultural Supply Chain, the
Financial Supply Chain and the
Governance Supply Chain. To
this was added consideration of
Urbanisation which would lie at
the basis of all new economic
activity as the next paragraph,
after the participant list, brings
out.
The participants are Mavericks in
their own field and so MAP could
also stand for Maverick Action
Plan.
Participants and their abbreviated
names used in the report were:
•

Dr Vijay Kelkar, Chairman (VK)

•

Dr Surjit Bhalla (SB)

•

Dr Shreekant Sambrani (SS)

•

Dr Bibek Debroy (participated
remotely)

•

Mr Manpreet Badal (MB)

•

Mr Mohan Das Pai (MDP)

•

Mr Suresh Prabhu (participated
remotely)

•

Mr Chandrashekhar Prabhu (CP),
and

•

Dr Prakash Hebalkar (PH)

By way of provocation to overall
thinking of reforms, it was suggested
that it is perhaps time to move away
from a paradigm of each state
trying to do everything: agriculture,
manufacturing, logistics, financial
services, etc. Focus areas for
geographic population areas based
on endowments may be a better
basis for policy formulation, it was
suggested. Thus peninsular India
with its coastal access and a lower
potential for agriculture is ideally
located to focus on manufacturing
and logistics. The Northern states
with high agricultural potential
should develop those fully. Central
India with its endowments of dense
forestry and abundant sources of
riverine water as well as coal with
power generation potential should

become a forestry and power hub
for India.
In terms of the objective of
generating jobs for the population
bulge that is coming through the
working age population, it is often
believed that the country’s salvation
lies in manufacturing.
Indeed, it is shocking that the
garment-manufacturing business
has seen leadership pass from
China to Bangladesh and avoid
India as Chinese costs have risen.
Why the industry has bypassed
India is itself an interesting story and
has to do on one hand on several
decades of socialist and Gandhian
emphasis on small and medium
scale production which was unable
to compete with the large scale
mechanised production that China
realised was a key to capturing
markets. Moreover, by strategically
viewing soft-toys as a way to
increase exports of “garments”
without falling afoul of quotas, the
Chinese were able to capture the
soft toys market completely.
India has lost out on “scale” and
“design” and not developed the
“skills” as the Chinese did by
inviting soft-toys product designers
into their “garments and textiles”
manufacturing setups. However,
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this is the story of the past and while
India may still capture the tail of the
historical development of these
outsourcing” markets by competing
with Vietnam and Bangladesh, to
provide jobs to millions of the youth
bulge for a decade or so, the future
developments are of concern.
The future concerns “robosourcing”
leading to insourcing” or the opposite
of outsourcing of manufacturing,
as Al Gore points out in his book,
The Future3. Robosourcing refers
to the increased sophistication
with lower cost of robots leading
to their rapid use in a number of
manufacturing lines and indeed in
driving cars (even car driving may
be a profession with its employment
threatened!). An excellent example
at home in India is the Bharat Forge
foundry in Pune which is almost fully
automated as well as the numerous
assembly lines for passenger cars
that have a row of welding and
other robots replacing what were
manual jobs.
Robosourcing emphasizes the
importance of capital over labour
and leads in many cases to
manufacturing moving back from
former outsourcing countries to
insourcing” in the market countries
where the demand and design skills
are. This requires us to realise that
the traditional “socialist “view of
manufacturing as a provider of a
large number of jobs for the less
educated may soon be obsolete.
India therefore needs to build higher
levels of skill (robot programming
and maintenance versus spanner
and hammer based assembly of
components or Set up of automated
semi-conductor manufacturing lines
instead of manual wire bonding
and packaging)) in the workforce
to generate adequate sustainable
employment. This has serious
implications for the National Skill
3

Development Corporation which is
still focused on traditional skills.

output are not currently in favour in
India.

Further disruptive technological
change
comes
from
“digital
manufacturing ”which enables a
layer-by-layer “printing” of objects
(like gears and pinions today and
more complex parts tomorrow) using
suitable materials (thermo plastics,
powdered metals, etc.). This too
eliminates traditional machining
jobs which count upon humans
operating mechanical machinery
to shape objects that constitute
components of the finished product.
This has implications for skilling
of the youth bulge too, They must
learn how to read, interpret and
convert digital blueprints into “print
routines” to produce the part layerby-layer in a 3-D printer.

•

Looking at Capital, in which one
includes cost of power, interest
rates, etc. India has fuel at $1.5 per
gallon as against China’s 75 cents
while power availability and cost
compare similarly unfavourably.
On interest rates, an October
leak of a RBI report shows midsize firms paying 16% whereas in
China long term interest rates are
like 6% and worldwide 4%.

•

Labour cost in China on a like to
like basis is 75% of that for India
despite China having a per capita
GDP that is three times that of
India (based on which China’s
labour cost should be twice that of
India).

•

Land availability and cost are
again major problems for Indian
industry.

Development and focus on
designing-and-branding
skills, development of scale
and development of speed in
implementation of manufacturing
projects may be keys to growth of
manufacturing in India. Additional
impetus will come from adoption
of good manufacturing expertise
such
as
“visual-mapping”.
Finally, the golden rule of supply
chains is a fundamental driver of
manufacturing growth: the shorter
and so faster and more flexible
the supply chain the better it is
for manufacturing.
The history of India’s manufacturing
and national growth suggests that
growing manufacturing will be
harder than most realise. Looking
at decadal moving average growth
rates in manufacturing (industry)
shows that the peak rate achieved
by India has been 7.2% while all
countries that have moved out of
the middle income trap have shown
peak rates of over 10%.
While what will be sufficient to get
to 10% may not be fully known, the
necessary factors of economic

The Future: Six Drivers of Global Change,
by Al Gore published by Random House.
Maharashtra Economic Development Council, Monthly Economic Digest

In fact it is surprising that India does
any manufacturing at all, given
these handicaps !
The macro factors lending support
to a theoretical opportunity for India
is a combination of developments
in China over the next decade that
suggests that some country has to
take over manufacturing jobs from
the Chinese (hopefully it is India):
•

The Yuan
appreciate

•

Domestic consumption will grow
from 35% to 50% of the GDP

•

The investment to GDP ratio will
drop from 53% to closer to 35%

•

The growth of the labour force
currently at 0.4% and declining
contrasts with a 2% growth in
India

•

China’s ratio of industry to GDP
is some 6% higher than “normal”
while it is 6% below for India

is

on

course

to

Similar macro factors in favour of
India also create an opportunity if it
is capitalised upon:
•

A mega revolution is imminent
January 2014
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given India’s fertility rate declining
from 2.6 children per woman in
2010 to a replacement rate of 2.1
per woman in 2015
•

Urban labour participation rate at
25% is very low and comparable
even to Saudi Arabia

•

Girl’s education in the 8-24 years
age bracket has moved from girls
being behind boys to the other
way around

•

Similarly NSS surveys suggest
that wage for girls in the same
age bracket are 3% higher than
for boys (versus 25% less in most
OECD countries)

•

This suggests that women
will enter the labour force in
large numbers – the last such
productivity opportunity was in the
USA in the 1960s !

To take advantage of these
complementary
developments
requires a change of mind-set away
from the NREGA type of makework dole which has its origins4 in
the times when per capita GDP was
$100 (versus $1300 in 2009-10) to
actual and productive job growth.
In “Quest for Prosperity”5 , J.Y.Lin, a
former chief economist at the World
4
5

Maharashtra’s Employment Guarantee
Scheme (EGS) of the 1970s.
The Quest for Prosperity Princeton
University Press, 2012: Armed with an
understanding of comparative advantage,
the state should not be shy about its own
function: indeed, he says, the creation
of successful strategies “requires that
the state play a crucial role in creating
conditions for private sector development
in the context of well-functioning market
systems”. Lin provides a practical guide
for sequencing structural transformation”.
There are six essential steps, it turns out,
beginning with “choosing the right target” in other words, setting realistic objectives then passing through a phase of removing
constraints on development (such as poor
infrastructure or badly structured taxes)
and on to “seducing and attracting global
investors”, “scaling up self-discoveries”
and “providing limited incentives to the
right industries”.

Bank, writing about how developing
economies can take off suggests
that failed strategies can be traced
to “comparative advantage defying”
such as promoting capital-intensive
industries in countries where capital
is short and labour is cheap and
abundant. China hit the world with
a labour force 170% of the labour
force of the entire OECD with an
education level at 70-80% of theirs
and with better discipline and quality
of education. This was China’s secret
according to Lin.
Imagine what India can do with the
complementary
positive
factors
outlined above !

Manufacturing and Logistics
Supply Chain
- Recommended Reforms and
Action Plan
One reform suggested was
that each employer could be
given a tax write-off of twice
the employer’s contribution to
ESIC and EPF as an incentive to
industry to increase organised
sector employment.
Another reform in the same vein
would be eliminating the MAT for
SEZ and NIMZ6 units that exceed
an employment - intensive standard ratio (perhaps 5) of
number employees per Rs 1
crore of output. See below.
The
third
labour
reform
suggested was that the current
employee rationalisation scheme
for NIMZs be extended to all units
throughout the country:
The National Investment and
Manufacturing Zones are intended
to promote manufacturing activity
in the country, so as to raise the
contribution of manufacturing to
25 per cent of the country’s gross
domestic product (GDP) and
creating 100 million jobs within a
6

National Investment and

Manufacturing

Zones – see http://www.domain-b.com/
economy/general/20130322_capital.html
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decade.
The guidelines also provide
for a job-loss policy under
which the central government
will put in place an insurance
scheme to enable units to pay
suitable worker compensation
in the eventuality of closures.
The compensation under this
instrument would be equivalent
to 20 days’ average pay for every
completed year of continuous
service, or any part thereof in
excess of six months, it said.

Skilling
requires
certification
in addition to growth of skill
development centres. The current
“Apprenticeship Act” is outdated
and has done little to add skills.
It was proposed by way of reform
that permitting industry to hire
apprentice-like
probationaryworkers
at
less-than-fulltime
wages for a reasonable training
period such as a year to two
years(depending on the industry
and the skill involved) may result
in more skilled workers in regular
employment being produced than
statute
driven
apprenticeship7
assignments with low stipends
thrust on industry by law.
The India logistics disadvantage,
which has been estimated at
13%8 needs to be addressed by
a Geographical focus as shown in
the “Geo-focus Map” in the Kickoff session which emphasised
the importance of the peninsula
region with its access to the coasts
and ports as a key to successful
short-supply-chains in logistics
leading to more rapid growth
of manufacturing.
Expensive
dedicated-freight-corridors to make
practical manufacturing in interior
areas other than in the peninsular
7
8

http://www.dvet.gov.in/Schemes/ATS.
aspx.
Logistics Sector- Current Situation and
Way Forward 2012 - Deloitte Touche study
for the Indian Chamber of Commerce.
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region are wasteful expense of
valuable resources.
Finally on the handicap of high
taxation of manufacturing, there
was broad acceptance of a reform
that ensures a uniform GST; the
role of a proper GST in creating
unconstrained supply chains without
artificial restrictions on movement of
components, materials and finished
goods that are key to globally
competitive manufacturing is well
understood.
A key mind-set change involves
dismantling
completely
the
current thicket of regulations tying
down manufacturing. Selective
measures aimed at cutting a
(usually narrow) path through
the thicket such as in SEZs/EPZs
rarely succeed as the regulatory
weeds have a way of growing
back. Instead, regulatory weedfree zones aimed at facilitating
manufacturing on a global scale
need to be created on a scale
large enough (district sized if not
state sized like Pondicherry or
Goa)to encompass entire ports/
terminal quays and equipped
with their own power plants as
also with no customs barriers
except on the hinterland side
where contact with the domestic
thicket occurs.
In this regard, a bureaucracyfree District/State sized Special
Warehousing
Zone
concept
is key to the development of
distribution centres for domestic
as well as imported/exported
components to support globalscale manufacturing.
The high cost of capital requires
attention to equity rather than to
debt by making equity the preferred
financial savings instrument; this
can be done by eliminating the
Dividend Distribution Tax which
amounts to double taxation of
profits. This will reduce the cost of

risk capital on one hand and make
equity a favourable destination for
domestic investment in financial
instruments. Moreover, the average
level of taxation of industrial
enterprises is of the order of 25%
(believed to be one of the highest in
the world) which is high and reduces
the internally generated increments
of capital for investments.
On Special Economic Zones
and National Investment and
Manufacturing Zones it was felt
that eliminating the MAT for labourintensive businesses including
industries should be done; these
industries can be identified by a
threshold minimum value of the
ratio of employment(in heads
paying provident fund) to output (in
rupees crores) – a suitable value as
threshold may be 5 fulltime regular
employees per Rs 1 crore of output.
This would put the government’s
intention to focus on employment
generation into action instead of
remaining in words.
Small scale reservations need to
be phased out completely over
a three year transition period to
enable efficient production in all
sectors with competitive volumes
on a globally relevant scale.
More industrial projects have been
held up by land acquisition issues
(rent-seeking in state industrial
estates, unreasonable and everincreasing demands for the price
of land in private purchases, often
driven by benami (proxy) ownership
by politicians and bureaucrats in
the know of plans) than any other
reason. Land acquisition has been
made more difficult by welfarist
mistakes in the currently under
discussion Land Acquisition Bill
which should be scrapped. It is far
better to make land-owners partners
in a private mutual-fund like trust
such as a REIT9 -like ownership
9

Real Estate Investment Trust – a mutual
fund like arrangement that gives unit holdMaharashtra Economic Development Council, Monthly Economic Digest

structure for industrial estates, with
regular rental income from lease of
space to industries, instead of the
approach favoured by the bill.
The other major reason for hold up
is environmental clearance. It was
proposed to reform this by making
environmental clearance a parallel
requirement
coterminous
with
other steps instead of a sequential
prerequisite.
On the logistics penalty, the
Landmark Projects of Samudra
Expressways,
Akshansh
Expressways and the KanpurKrishnapatnam
Infrastructure
Corridor as well as the MumbaiBangalore corridor listed at the
end aim at eliminating most of it,
thus making manufacturing on the
peninsula globally competitive.
Governance reform to reduce port
delays by adoption of the WTO
trade facilitation agreement is an
essential element of enabling this.
Financial Supply Chain.......
The raising of India’s investment
rates back to the high thirties and
widening and deepening financial
markets is a key requirement
to raise the growth rate and the
development of the infrastructure
required to support the growth
rate.
One provocation to thought is to
ponder what would happen if the
SLR were halved. There may be
many consequences. A proper yield
curve may develop as more bonds
get freely traded, especially if they
are required to be marked-tomarket. Apart from “lazy banking”
continuing in a few banks who
might continue to hold government
securities at current levels, there
would be less crowding out of the
private sector from access to funds
for growth as banks seek to lend
to the business community. Banks
ers regular income from rents and occasional land sales.
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may be able to raise long term
funds in the market in competition
with government securities to match
their long term lending with a lower
asset-liability mismatch, and so on.
The other observation is that
financial markets have become
autarchic despite being supposedly
regulated. The derivatives volumes
in equity markets are 13 times
stock trading volumes. The big
banks in the USA made some $35
Billion in profits from their trading
desks. Exchanges (like NSE) love
derivatives trading as it increases
revenues. The disconnect between
derivatives and the underlying
assets is the main worry which
boiled over in 2007-8.
Financial supply chain components
like banking sector, securities
market, bond market, insurance
etc. play a crucial role meeting the
ever increasing requirements of a
growing economy and ensuring that
the fruits of economic liberalisation
reach the vast majority of our
society.
Talking specifically about the banking
system, it was highlighted that over
the last 10 years the deposit and
credit base increased by over six to
seven times. However, the progress
on “banking the unbanked” front
is dismal as the Top 100 centres
still account for almost 80% of the
banking activities. Rural and semi
urban areas account for only about
20% of bank credit leaving them out
of the development cycle. Exploiting
the innovation in the technology
and telecom sector is the key to
significantly enhance the reach.
Some of the African countries like
Kenya have set a great example,
which can be explored by India.
Development
of
the
bond
market in India is crucial for
the investment of US Dollar one
trillion over the next ten years in
infrastructure. Globally, the bond
22
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markets are roughly twice the
size of equity markets whereas it
is only half the equity markets in
India. The ratio of bond market to
GDP in India is also very low at 35%
as against 140% globally. Despite a
significant increase in Bond market
size in recent years, India needs
to focus on further development
as it would reduce dependence
on bank credit for infra projects
and in turn, banks’ exposure due
to asset liability mismatch, protect
the corporates from fluctuations
in foreign currency denominated
sources, promote financial inclusion
of SMEs and enable development
of municipal bond market.
Equity markets in India are far
more developed than other
emerging markets and provide
sufficient opportunity for all kind
of issuers to raise capital. Almost
all the segments in industry and
services are represented on the
stock market and overall market
capitalisation is almost 70%
of Indian GDP, comparable to
NYSE and almost twice that of
Shanghai. Effective enforcement
of various securities regulations is
the key to improve transparency
and broadening the retail investor
participation which will also improve
the ratio of traded stock as a% of
overall listed stocks.
India’s insurance sector both in
terms of penetration and density
offers huge opportunity for growth.
India’s insurance penetration
is much better than other BRIC
countries with life insurance
segment growing at almost double
the rate of non-life in recent years.
However, per capita premium in
non-life segment continues to be
low in India as compared to other
emerging markets.
It is strongly recommended that
India should increase velocity
of
business
by
reducing

Government intervention, invest
heavily in road / rail infrastructure
to reduce supply chain constraints
and deeper financial inclusion to
ensure deeper flow of financial
resources.
The discussion ranged over bond
markets, equity markets, banking
and taxation of risk capital. The
observation that bank deposits
and credit are dominated by the
top 100 centres in India on one
hand emphasised the role of
urbanisation in raising incomes
and providing the basis for saving
and on the other hand reflected the
poor rural penetration of banking.
The experience of countries such
as Kenya in extending the mobile
network through the MPESA10
mechanism to the most remote
parts of the country was considered
significant. There was strong
support for a similar mechanism
for rural penetration especially
given the large migrant population
remitting moneys back to their
villages.
The discussion on bonds addressed
the lack of depth in markets. Among
several factors, two were highlighted
viz the shallow market for treasuries
arising from the large SLR ratio of
23% of deposits, effectively forcing
banks to hold most of the treasuries
with few being traded. This has
prevented the development of a
meaningful yield curve without big
discontinuities.
The second factor was the
low corporate bond issuance.
Worldwide, bond is several times
the size of equity raisings but not
so in India; one could say that India
is under lent”. Large corporations
can borrow from banks at attractive
rates close to the bank’s Base Rate;
moreover the process is simpler
10 World Bank Mobile Payments go Viral:
MPESA in Kenya”” by Ignacio Mas and
Dan Radcliffe, Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation1. March 2010.
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than bond issuance. Infrastructure
companies too borrow from banks
as they do not need to have
ratings.
Much of the bond issuance is of 18
month term, as that is exempt from
a requirement for a credit rating;
these bonds are held by non-bank
finance companies and mutual
funds, essentially “held to maturity”
and often rolled over repeatedly
to in-effect provide longer term
finance! The second issuance is
by Companies that do have ratings
who often issue bonds with longer
terms like five years but for private
placement to the same recipients
as above, which again are “held to
maturity.” Thirdly, corporates that
can do so do go to international
markets either to raise ECBs
(External Commercial Borrowings)
if they meet the criteria or to raise
working capital by way of suppliers’
credit at terms at or below 180
days.
Compulsory bond issuance by
companies rated better than AA
was one of the methods used in the
OECD countries to build a deep bond
market; this means banks primarily
lend to lower-rated companies in
contrast to the situation in India.
This is recommended for India.
The fall in the number of equity
investors, the fact that hardly some
20 million persons invest in equity
and the recent poor performance
of Initial Public Offerings was a
matter of great concern as was the
high volume of derivatives trading
to delivery-based trading. This
suggests a lack of quality paper
and merchant bankers irresponsible
pricing of issues to maximise
earnings for themselves.
Mutual funds charge very high
management fees, especially for
index funds (as much as 2.5% in
India versus 0.1% in well managed
funds overseas) and this needs

to be highlighted to the investors.
Exchange Traded funds should be
promoted as the preferred avenue
for retail investors (e.g. the QQQQ
based on the Nasdaq 100 stocks
index). Moreover, all loads are
misplaced; as asset management
companies benefit from higher
valuations as the assets under
management grow it would be only
fair that they pay the promotion and
marketing costs that are required
to increase the funds under
management.
Measures are needed to reduce the
cost of risk capital while increasing
the returns on risk capital. Moreover,
monthly derivatives with regular
rollover increase stock market
revenues without providing value
to investors and so longer duration
derivatives should be permitted and
introduced.
Section 1.01
Recommended Reforms –
Financial Supply Chain
On banking penetration two
measures
are
recommended.
First, use of the MPesa model to
increase access to the unbanked.
The effective conversion of mobile
companies into “limited banks”
handling money transfer and
storage also necessitates a cap on
transaction values and daily limits to
protect customers from fraud; a limit
of Rs 1000 per transaction and per
day per customer was proposed as
a suitable cap on transactions. This
was considered arguably a more
viable and practical mechanism
than the business-correspondents11
model promoted by the Reserve
Bank of India.
Secondly, the replacement of all
subsidies by a single negative
income tax paid through a “refund
11 http://www.livemint.com/Home-Page/
ToSthfnfEa9vluvosoHQOL/RBI-permitscorporations-to-work-as-rural-agents-ofbanks.html.

banker” into a bank account
would increase the motivation for
the currently unbanked to move
into banks. The Rajasthan pilot
experience is very heartening.
It is proposed that large corporate
borrowers, say those whose
borrowings exceed Rs 500 crores
(perhaps starting with a higher
limit of say Rs 1000 crores and
progressively moving the hurdle
downwards) must compulsorily
borrow 25% of their total borrowing
by way of listed bonds, at coupons
prices at premiums to treasuries
of like duration, and these should
need to be marked to market in the
balance sheets of lenders, including
banks who buy them. This will also
prompt banks to do a more serious
job of fixed-income trading and
risk management including assetliability term mismatches.
It is also proposed that the
Statutory Liquidity Ratio should
be reduced to half the current
level (i.e. 12%) to reduce crowding
out of private borrowers in the
bond market and development
of a proper yield curve a the
public debt management office
prices treasuries appropriately
to sell; this reduction can be
phased over three years in sync
with the increase in corporate
bond issuance as a result of
lower thresholds on compulsory
issuance, as outlined in the
paragraph above; this will
provide banks with alternative
asset choices to treasuries.
Moreover, all bonds in the banks
’portfolios should be marked to
market; this will again induce
banks to trade more in the fixed
income markets and the depth of
the treasury markets will result
in the building of a proper yield
curve without discontinuities.
Further, by eliminating Tax
Deduction at source on all
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bonds, trading in bonds will
be facilitated; today the TDS
requirement complicates trading
especially as far as TDS certificate
issuance and collection/tracking
is concerned. This is consistent
with the current treatment of
interest payments on treasuries.
On ECBs, Mandatory markto-market of ECBs should be
required; this would also require
the risk management committees of
company boards to review the actual
cost of such borrowings (especially
unhedged ones) as quarterly profits
will show large swings owing to this
requirement.
Infrastructure bonds could be creditenhanced by dedicated companies
like the India Infrastructure Finance
Corporation for a fee, instead
of the latter “taking out” their
bank borrowings as is the case
currently. This would also enhance
the capacity of IIFCL to finance
infrastructure by such off-balancesheet activity.
It was also recommended that the
headroom for insurance companies
to invest in credit-enhanced
infrastructure bonds be expanded by
reducing the mandatory investment
in government securities from 50%
to 40% of assets.
Another
important
reform
suggested is that there should
be just two large public sector
banks; one would be the State
Bank of India(consolidated with
its subsidiaries and associate
companies) and second would be
a bank formed by consolidating
the next three large public sector
banks with good geographic
spread (say Bank of Baroda,
Punjab National Bank and Canara
Bank).
The other 20+ public sector
banks should be privatised
entirely over two years to make
them more agile and competitive
24
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as well as reduce to their burden
on the FISC12 by way of capital
increases to meet Basel-III and
growth needs.
Reducing the cost of risk capital,
i.e. equity funding, would greatly
increase growth while incentivising
savings to move from physical
assets such as gold and real estate
into financial instruments.
An
important reform in this regard
would be to completely eliminate
any tax on dividends (including
the Dividend Distribution Tax
which
constitutes
double
taxation of profits as can be seen
by comparing the investor’s
returns from a proprietorship
or in a partnership firm versus
returns as a shareholder in a
company) and capital gains tax
on long term capital gains.
12 The Reserve Bank of India had estimated
total capital requirement (including Tier-I
and Tier-II) for Indian banks at Rs 5 lakh
crore. It had estimated Rs 3.25 lakh
crore of equity capital and Rs 1.75 lakh
crore of non-equity capital for Basel-III
requirements.
Elaborating on banks’ likely difficulties in
raising Rs 1.4 lakh crore as non-equity
Tier-I capital, CRISIL said the instruments
would carry higher risk for their equity-like
features, including discretion on coupon
payments and likelihood of coupon nonpayment and principal loss if a bank’s
equity capital falls below the pre-specified
thresholds. Ramraj Pai, president,
CRISIL, said: “It will limit investor appetite
for such instruments and will also reduce
their attractiveness for banks, as these
instruments will be costlier than those
under Basel-II.”
CRISIL has made its estimates keeping in
mind an 18 per cent yearly growth of the
banking sector for the next five years.
Of the Rs 2.7 lakh crore estimated by
CRISIL, Rs 2.1 lakh crore will be required
to be raised by public sector banks and
the rest by private banks. In the case of
public sector banks, the share of equity
capital would be Rs 90,000 crore and
Rs 1.2 lakh crore would be non-equity.
Private banks need to raise Rs 40,000
crore of equity capital and Rs 20,000
crore of non-equity. Business Standard,
February 22, 2013.

In the equity markets area, it
was considered necessary, by
substantial
disinvestment
of
government shares in public sector
units to increase the supply of
good paper in equity markets while
providing the central government
funds for necessary infrastructure
creation. This could be viewed as a
“portfolio rebalancing or adjustment”
by the central government whereby
shares in PSUs get replaced by
new or larger assets in the form of
public goods such as roads, ports,
railways etc. This should also
bring greater transparency in the
management of PSUs.
The large Foreign Institutional
Investor, or FII, influence on
equity markets performance is
also a matter of concern as it is
disconcerting to retail investors.
There was a strong view that the
very notion of an FII needs to
be challenged; all foreign funds
and citizens investing in India
should be required compulsorily
to do so directly through Indian
Banks and Indian fund managers
who should be responsible to
carry out the necessary Know
Your Customer diligence. This
is consistent with regulations
in developed markets such as
the USA. Several billion dollars
in fund management fees could
be earned by India (estimated at
$5 Billion based on 2% of funds
under management) and the
requisite skill base would remain
in India instead of moving to
Singapore or Hong Kong.
To further facilitate this, minimum
and maximum fund management
fees should not be mandated
but instead full and prominent
disclosure could be mandated.
Moreover, the tax laws need to be
amended so that a fund manager in
India is not treated as a Permanent
Establishment of the foreign entity
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whose funds are being managed;
this will remove the risk of Indian
taxation which is currently avoided
by such investors using foreign
investment banks as well as the
Mauritius route.
Agriculture Supply Chain......
Section 1.02
Scene Setting and Provocations
to Thought (PH)
The country has three major
challenges in this area: low growth,
low productivity and infrastructure.
The agricultural growth rate of 1
to 4% is a fraction of the overall
economic growth rate and has been
so historically, so rural incomes are
low. Productivity relative to China
in foodgrains is a fraction in many
agricultural sectors like wheat rice
and oil seeds like rape seed and
as low as 10% in dairying relative
to Israel. Total fruit production has
grown dramatically in China relative
to India in the past decades. Land
aggregation for greater efficiency
and productivity – whether physical
or virtual e.g. cooperatives or
contract farming – is not happening;
in fact the reverse is more common
in each new generation because of
the absence of a primogeniture13
inheritance
provision.
The
infrastructure
has
been
underinvested in exemplified by the
low storage of total precipitation of
5.%14 of precipitation compared to
the other continents.
Two provocations to thought were
proposed. First that pulses should
be moved from “border crops” to
principal crops in the fertile areas
thereby raising national production
13 pri•mo•gen•i•ture noun Law. the system of
inheritance or succession by the firstborn,
specifically the eldest son.
14 212 Billion cubic meters of dam storage
versus 3846 Billion cubic meters of Long
Term Average annual precipitation.
Source: Encyclopaedia of the Earth http://
www.eoearth.org/article/Water_profile_
of_India

of protein foods.
Wheat and rice could be imported
if as a result it is found to be
necessary. The second provocation
was to ponder whether half of the
agricultural land in Punjab could
be devoted by suitable incentives
to the growing of pulses instead of
wheat and rice; this would revive the
tired land through nitrogen fixation,
raise underground water levels
while producing higher incomes for
farmers and increasing nutritional
supplies of protein for the nation.
The first presenter agreed with the
provocation to thought regarding
diverting Punjab’s agriculture away
from foodgrains. It was pointed
out that while India was sitting on
a mountain of foodgrains15 , the
focus of the national food policy
which is rooted in the 1960s is on
foodgrains production in Punjab,
Haryana and Western UP (P/H/UP
for short) and this is ruining the land
in these states. The degradation of
the land and rapidly falling ground
water levels were a major concern
for the future of agriculture in this
region. It was wrongly believed that
this region is largely canal irrigated;
in fact only some 40% of the land
15 The food crisis and India, September 03,
2012 The Hindu “India is not a major foodimporting nation and is currently sitting on
stocks adequate to meet demand even
if the current close to 20 per cent deficit
in the Southwest monsoon persists. In
April 2012, rice and wheat stocks at
333.5 lakh tonnes and 199.5 lakh tonnes
respectively were much higher than the
prescribed minimum buffer limits of 142
and 70 lakh tonnes for that time of the
year. A consequence has been that the
Food Corporation of India has run out of
appropriate storage for the stocks it has
been able to procure and needs to hold.
But despite this evidence of plenty, prices
in India too have been rising. What is
surprising is that according to the World
Bank’s figures, over the year-ending July
20012 India recorded the second largest
(after Sudan) increase in wheat prices
in July among all countries, and the
third largest (after Malawi and Rwanda)
increase in rice.”

in Punjab is canal fed while the rest
is irrigated by pumped underground
water.
Even though Punjab
consumes little rice, it is driven by
the national procurement policies
to grow it – it amounts to Punjab
exporting its valuable underground
water16, some of it from thousands
of years old aquifers.
It was proposed that P/H/UP need
to be relieved of the foodgrain
production
responsibility
for
the whole nation and that they
move away from foodgrains to
horticulture and dairying; these
states will readily adapt. To make
this possible, the Green Revolution
needs to be brought to the eastern
states of Bihar, Eastern U.P. and
Bengal which are “sitting on an
ocean of sweet water” and deserve
to be the food bowl of India. This
would raise farmers’ incomes in all
of these six states.
The policy for agriculture was
draining underground aquifers
and creating major problems for
the future. The subsidy for free
electricity in Punjab is as high as
Rs 6000 crores and increasing at
the rate of Rs 1000 crores per year.
Changing the cropping pattern
towards pulses and horticulture and
promoting dairying will eliminate
this need.
Recurring subsidies
of this kind should be replaced
by capital subsidies for a couple
of years to get farmers to adopt
laser ground-levelling devices that
save water by regulated runoff that
avoids heavy ponding or baling
machinery to generate additional
income from Biomass Power Plants
and to avoid burning of paddy stalks
which creates a large air pollution
problem.
The focus of the agriculture policy
should be on rural incomes and not
16 The growing of 1 Kg or rice requires some
6000 litres of water according to the other
presenter
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on foodgrains alone.
The other presenter spoke about
the broader rural canvas. Foods
constitute some 70% of agricultural
production (made up of 24%
foodgrains, 18% Horticulture and
18% Dairy)with the balance being
fibres (cotton, jute, hemp, etc.) and
sugarcane. Each needs its own
policy with its peculiarities.

varieties to overseas institutions
with a better track record.
It is necessary to move exports
away from water intensive crops,
e.g. sugar from sugarcane, to crops
such as wheat and cotton where
India has a clear advantage. It is
also necessary to use GM crops to
handle water stress and for salinity
resistance.

Not all APMCs are bad; he cited
Gujarat APMCs in Kadi and near
Baroda where cotton producers
face no lines, face open bidding and
price discovery and get paid within
24 hours while paying only the 1.5%
APMC fee as contrasted with the
experience in Maharashtra APMCs
with no open price discovery,
multiple lines and payments delayed
by months. Reform of state APMCs
is important.

More than the Minimum Support
Price, the policies should focus
on rural incomes by way of crop
diversification, better marketing
and risk coverage.

Not all middlemen are bad, with
Madhya Pradesh demonstrating
the constructive role they play in
the wheat procurement operations
of private companies as well as the
government. The devil apparently
enters with their providing finance
as well.

Jute bag packaging is a valuedestroyer especially in exports17
and imports and inefficient and so
should be discouraged actively.
Infrastructure investment in bulk
transport and storage are key
developmental needs.

The farmer faces income deficits
as his main problem; deficits are
cumulative but surpluses are not.
Reducing the absolute number of
farmers depending on that income
is the only real solution.
Horticulture is an example of perfect
price elastic supply and income
elastic demand. The market is
geographically fully integrated with
produce being sold throughout the
country. There is a feast or famine
situation in production in cyclical
terms. Price discovery is quick and
rapidly disseminated. The consumer
is still driven by price primarily and
not quality.
Agricultural universities lack an
efficiency culture and are lethargic;
it is worth considering outsourcing
the development of the necessary
26
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Contract farming needs to learn
from seed farming where it works
very well – clear roles and quick
conflict resolution are key.
Policies need to be flexible to
address the peculiarities of various
crops and agro-climatic situations.

Finally, government needs to be
a facilitator and not a compliance
enforcer.
There was much concern about the
high food inflation that was feeding
through into overall inflation and
there was puzzlement about the
contrast with high foodgrain stocks18
. High and ever increasing Minimum
Support Prices were believed to be
an important contributing factor.
There was also concern about the
simultaneous presence of high
food stocks and widespread child
17 For example in transport of soya meal
in gunny bags
from plants in M.P.
and Maharashtra by truck and train to
Jamnagar followed by lighters to midstream Panamax ships where the bags
are torn open to dump the meal in the
holds. The same happens in reverse upon
imports.
18 See Note 23 above.

malnutrition; this was believed to
be because of the narrow focus on
a foodgrains policy rather than a
nutrition policy.
There was some mixed opinion on
productivity. One presenter agreed
with the overall perception of low
productivity and pointed out that
in Israel they actually cull milch
cattle when their production per
lactation drops below 10,000 litres
while in India a figure of 1000 litres
per lactation was considered an
acceptable average. The other
agreed with the milk statistics but
pointed out that while wheat was
a four month crop in India it was
an eight month crop in the Great
Plains states of the USA and so
per acre productivity had to include
the second (rice) crop grown on the
same land in Punjab which made
the total a more respectable 4 MT
per acre. Both agreed that greater
research on plant varieties and
milch animals is required.
The reduction in the absolute
number of farmers19 was considered
by all to be an important directional
move.
What would it take to do this?
SS pointed out that moving 1
million agriculturists off the farm
(i.e. 2.5 million family members as
the average number of workers per
family of 5 is two) costs some $22
billion in investment in job creation
and housing and other infrastructure.
This would require some $4.4
trillion dollars of investment; the
consensus was that to transition
on such a large scale would take a
whole generation and so this is an
eminently manageable figure even
if it is far more than what is funded
at this time (contrast with the current
19 One

presenter

offered

archetypical

examples of just one son of each family
from Punjab going into the army making a
big difference to the family’s income and
its distribution.
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annual budget of the Bharat Nirman
programme at Rs 48,000 crores or
$9 billion approximately).
The urbanisation reforms suggested
elsewhere,
especially
road
connectivity of rural areas to cities,
is clearly one positive measure to
expedite this change as it facilitates
job-seeking by younger members
of rural families.
There was no unanimity on the
subject of food processing with
views ranging from at one end a
perceived need to encourage food
processing with capital incentives
to the other end which expressed
the impracticality of food processing
taking off in India with all fruit grown
in India being consumed at table
fruit leaving nothing for processing.
Worldwide, the economics of fruit
processing(whether bananas or
pineapples or oranges) is that the
table fruit pays for the entire cost
of farm production leaving the raw
material for fruit processing being
virtually free.
Section 1.03
Recommended Reforms –
Agriculture Supply Chain
The Green Revolution needs to
be brought to the eastern states
of Bihar, Eastern U.P. and Bengal
which are “sitting on an ocean of
sweet water”. Punjab needs to
move away from foodgrains to
pulses, horticulture and dairying.
The nation should adopt a national
Nutrition Policy and not a national
Foodgrains Policy. This will move
the focus to food policy broadly
including dairying, poultry-raising,
meat-production, pules, oil seeds,
etc. besides foodgrains.
A reduction in the absolute number
of persons engaged in agriculture
and related occupations was
accepted as a specific goal. The
current gap of $408 per capita in
agriculture versus $2508 outside

agriculture with the gap growing by
$128 per year was not acceptable
at all. Central government funding
ought to focus on moving persons
off the farm instead of subsidising
them with doles like MNREGA to
stay on the farm.
There was agreement that MNREGA
was a highly leaky scheme that had
created little by way of physical
assets and done little to move
persons off the farm and so should
be abolished.
A $4.4 Trillion (Kabhi Kisan They)
KKT20 programme over 20 years
to move 500 million rural persons
off farms to nearby urban areas
which are job-creation engines is
a key reform measure to reduce
the absolute number of persons
engaged in agriculture without
reducing total production. Improved
road connectivity through adequate
funding of the PMGSY programme
is an important sub-measure within
this expenditure to facilitate moving
young workers off farms to cities;
just one family member per family
can change the economic situation
of rural families both by increasing
incomes and reducing the number
of persons sharing in the income
from rural activities.
There was agreement that all input
subsidies (e.g., fertiliser, free
or subsidised electricity, free
or subsidised water21) should
20 “Kabhi Kisan The” or ”Farmers once upon
a Time”
21 The Punjab canal systems were built by
the British in the 1920s and were paid
for in full within a decade through water
charges. The principal new canals are the
Sirhind, drawn from the Sutlej near Rupar,
which irrigates parts of the native states
of Patiala, Nabha and Jhind, as well as
British territory; the Bari Doab Canal from
the Ravi; the Chenab Canal from the
Chenab, irrigating the prosperous Chenab
colony; and the Jhelum Canal irrigating the
Jhelum colony. The total area irrigated by
the canals of the province in1905-1906was
6,914,500 acres, the eight major works,
the Western Jumna, Bari Doab, Sirhind,
Lower Chenab, Lower Jhelum, Upper

be abolished and instead, all
subsidies should be converted into
a negative income tax model with
payments to the mother in the family
and accompanied by obligations
towards children’s nutrition and
education as in the Brazilian /
Mexican Bolsa/ Oportunidades22
Sutlej, Sidhnai and Indus accounting for
all but 751,000 acres. The ravages of the
boll-worm in the cotton crop made 1906
an unfavourable year; but in spite of that
the Lower Chenab Canal paid nearly 21%
on the capital invested, the Bari Doab 11
% and the Western Jumna nearly 10%”Encyclopaedia Brittanica 1911
22 Bolsa Família (Portuguese pronunciation:
[bows famili], Family Allowance) is a
social welfare program of the Brazilian
government, part of the Fome Zero
network of federal assistance programs.
Bolsa Família provides financial aid
to poor Brazilian families; if they have
children, families must ensure that the
infants attend school and are vaccinated.
The program attempts to both reduce
short-term poverty by direct cash transfers
and fight long-term poverty by increasing
human capital among the poor through
conditional cash transfers. It also works
to give free education to children who
cannot afford to go to school to show
the importance of education.[1] The
Economist described Bolsa Família as
an “anti-poverty scheme invented in Latin
America” (which) “is winning converts
worldwide.”[2]
Oportunidades (English: Opportunities) is
a government social assistance program
in Mexico founded in 2002, based on a
previous program called Progresa, created
in 1997.[1] It is designed to target poverty
by providing cash payments to families in
exchange for regular school attendance,
health clinic visits, and nutritional support.
[2] Oportunidades is credited with
decreasing poverty and improving health
and educational attainment in regions
in which it has been deployed.[3] Key
features of Oportunidades include:
Conditional Cash Transfer (CCT) - To
encourage co-responsibility, receipt of aid
is dependent on family compliance with
program requirements, such as ensuring
children attend school and family members
receive preventative health care[4]
“Rights holders” - Program recipients are
mothers, the caregiver directly responsible
for children and family health decisions[5]
Cash payments are made from the
government directly to families to decrease
overhead and corruption[1]
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programme. (There was a tentative
attempt at this kind of monetary
income assistance but
without
any reciprocal obligations and in
addition to rather than in place of
input subsidies in the indigenous
Bhamashah23 and similar schemes
such as the Shravan Bal Seva Rajya
Nivrutti Vetan Yojna and Indira
Gandhi National Widow Pension
Scheme programmes.)
Going further, it was agreed
that there is a need to focus on
rural incomes rather than farm
production. This will shift the focus
to higher value addition rather
than merely foodgrain production.
The estimated 30% loss of value
(as opposed to some 5-10%%
physical loss from farm to plate) in
horticultural produce from lapse of
time can be minimised and incomes
raised by promotion of relatively
simple rural activities such as
cleaning, grading and cardboardbox-packing of horticultural produce
and eggs. Formal cold chains would
double the end-price of horticultural
produce and so was considered
more appropriate at a later time
when average per capita GDP has
reached $3000.
Agricultural research especially
to
focus
on
higher
milk
production and on plant varieties
that can provide higher yields
A system of evaluation and statistical
controls to ensure effectiveness[2]
Rigorous selection of recipients based on
geographical and socioeconomic factors
Program requirements target measures
considered most likely to lift families out of
poverty, focusing on health, nutrition and
children’s education[1]
Oportunidades has become a model for
programs instituted in other countries,
such as a pilot program in New York City,
the Opportunity NYC [1] and the Social
Protection Network in Nicaragua. Other
countries that have instituted similar
conditional cash transfer programs include
Brazil, Peru, Honduras, Jamaica, Chile,
Malawi and Zambia.[4]
23 Bhamashah – a rural income scheme for
widows and mothers
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and also withstand water-strain,
maximise water conservation,
resist salinity, etc. is vital and
should be outsourced through a
national BOOST24 programme to
recognised overseas universities
as our indigenous agricultural
universities have not proved to be
sufficiently productive25 . This can
have a large multiplier effect.
There needs to be an openminded
policy
towards
Genetically Modified crops and
these should not be banned as
farmers want them, the country
needs higher production and
the current proposal to ban
field trials would prevent Indian
firms from producing them
thereby increasing the country’s
dependence on multinational
companies in the future.
Bulk packaging and transport
both indigenously and for export,
with storage in silos, is essential
to reduce handling costs and
consequential damage or loss of
quality. This is especially so with
foodgrains, soyameal and other
such agricultural produce. Silo
24 Better output optimum-water-usage
sustainability and taste.
25 For example: The kinnow is a variety of
citrus fruit cultivated extensively in Pakistani Punjab Province. It is a hybrid of two
citrus cultivars — “King” (Citrus nobilis)
x “Willow Leaf” (Citrus deliciosa) — first
developed by H. B. Frost[1] at the Citrus Research Centre of the University of
California, Riverside, USA. After evaluation, the kinnow was released as a new
variety for commercial cultivation in 1935.
In 1940, Punjab Agriculture College and
Research Institute, Faisalabad (former
Lyallpur) (Pakistan), introduced the kinnow. There has been no further significant
improvement in Punjab. In contrast, in
Riverside, experts have developed a new
variety which contains as little as two or
three seeds in each fruit, compared to the
usual 15 to 30.
The new variety is known as the Kinnow
LS - the LS stands for low seeded.
It is the eighth citrus variety developed in
the past ten years by scientists at the University of California at Riverside.

construction at ports need to be
encouraged through Free Trade
Warehousing Zones.
Exports should not be onagain off-again but consistently
encouraged as an area of
comparative advantage for India.
Moving the green revolution to
the three large Eastern states
should further facilitate this
as would elimination of input
subsidies that force productivity
increases whether through better
seeds and farm practices26 or
26 The results in Bihar have exceeded
Chaurassa’s hopes. Sudama Mahto, an
agriculture officer in Nalanda, says a small
investment in training a few hundred people
to teach SRI (System Root Intensification)
methods has resulted in a 45% increase
in the region’s rice yields. Veerapandi
Arumugam, the former agriculture minister
of Tamil Nadu state, hailed the system as
“revolutionising” farming. SRI’s origins go
back to the 1980s in Madagascar where
Henri de Laulanie, a French Jesuit priest
and agronomist, observed how villagers
grew rice in the uplands. He developed
the method but it was an American,
professor Norman Uphoff, director of the
International Institute for Food, Agriculture
and Development at Cornell University,
who was largely responsible for spreading
the word about De Laulanie’s work.
Given $15m by an anonymous billionaire
to research sustainable development,
Uphoff went to Madagascar in 1983
and saw the success of SRI for himself:
farmers whose previous yields averaged
two tonnes per hectare were harvesting
eight tonnes. In 1997 he started to actively
promote SRI in Asia, where more than
600 million people are malnourished. “It
is a set of ideas, the absolute opposite
to the first green revolution [of the 60s]
which said that you had to change the
genes and the soil nutrients to improve
yields. That came at a tremendous
ecological cost,” says Uphoff. “Agriculture
in the 21st century must be practised
differently. Land and water resources are
becoming scarcer, of poorer quality, or
less reliable. Climatic conditions are in
many places more adverse. SRI offers
millions of disadvantaged households far
better opportunities. Nobody is benefiting
from this except the farmers; there are no
patents, royalties or licensing fees.”
For 40 years now, says Uphoff, science
has been obsessed with improving seeds
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mechanisation.
The Geographic-Data Mapped
Integrated Cropping and Skilling
Programme (GeoMICS) (listed
under Landmark Projects in
Chapter 9) is a worthwhile
national programme to actually
increase rural incomes is worth
undertaking on a multi-year (two
five year plan periods) basis
with central government funding
through states and zilla parishads
(third tier of governance) and this
is something the 14th Finance
Commission must examine very
seriously.
Governance Supply Chain.........
The complexity of laws that require
thirty plus permissions to start a
power plant or to build a residential
building or start a manufacturing
plant is a matter of great concern.
Compounding this complexity is
the sequential dependence of
many of these permissions on
others prolonging the startup time.
Shortening this governance supply
chain has to be the primary reform
to be sought!
The extraordinary lassitude27 in
execution is also a major source
of concern, That container cargo
ships turnaround times in the Port
Authority of Singapore28 is 12 hours
but in Nhava Sheva Port it is two
and using artificial fertilisers: “It’s been
genes, genes, genes. There has never
been talk of managing crops. Corporations
say ‘we will breed you a better plant’ and
breeders work hard to get 5-10% increase
in yields. We have tried to make agriculture
an industrial enterprise and have forgotten
its biological roots.”
27 las •si•tude noun
1. lack of energy; listlessness; languor.
2. a condition of indolent indifference
28 MPA Singapore website home page: The
comprehensive port facilities and services
are unsurpassed in terms of quality,
efficiency, competitiveness and reliability;
with the ability to handle over 2,000
containers per vessel, with a turnaround
time of less than 12 hours.

days even for ships carrying fewer
containers is illustrative..
The performance of Indian ports
could improve with the adoption
of the WTO Trade Facilitation
Pact29 under which countries will
have to notify the average time
taken to clear consignments by
customs authorities, which will
increase competitive pressures on
countries.
The large number of projects
stuck for clearances for many
years (2years-7years) is primarily
on account of environmental
clearance. Making environmental
clearance a parallel activity to other
clearances would speed up projects
significantly.
Much of the discussion focused
on how women can be larger
participants in governance and on
the better maintenance of law and
order more broadly. Reservations
versus greater participation at
the candidature stage (e.g. in
elections) was discussed for a
considerable time and the latter was
preferred to avoid overcrowding
of the reservations picture and
to avoid recurrent changes from
redistribution of reserved seats.
29 he government has decided to go along
with an agreement on trade facilitation at
the World Trade Organisation talks later
this year in Bali, Indonesia, only if there is
an accord on subsidies to poor farmers.
There is considerable progress on
the said agreement but India, China,
Philippines and Indonesia are among
the developing countries which have
demanded a “balanced outcome”. This is
important, as the ministerial meet in Bali
during December 3-6 is seen by many as
a turning point in the global trade talks. An
agreement on trade facilitation basically
means a reduction in red tape and an
enhancing of customs cooperation. For
the first time since the talks began in
2001, there is likely to be an agreement.
According to WTO director general Pascal
Lamy, there is “considerable progress”
happening and a deal on this might result
in a $1 trillion boost to the world economy.
– Business Standard April 9, 2013

There was also discussion on the
lowest level of the government (Tier
3) which is where most ordinary
citizens encounter the government
and its lassitude. Reference was
made to the contrast between
the repeated harassment of truck
drivers carrying goods across the
country at police check points,
octroi posts, etc., and the edict of
Sher Shah Suri30 .
Recommended Reforms –
Governance Supply Chain
The need to remove the latest
“licence-permit
raj”
by
way
of
environmental
clearances
was emphasized and it was
recommended that such clearances
be simplified in the following ways:
1. Environmental clearances should
be in parallel with other clearances
and coterminous with them so
that they do not hold up projects.
This is particularly important as
Environmental Impact Assessment
studies often involve multi-season
observations and often multi-year
observations.
2. Zoning of geographical areas
should be done so that for activities
approved for those zones as part of
the zone creation process should
not need separate environmental
clearances at a project level.
For example, office buildings in
a commercial zone should not
need a separate environmental
30 Sher Shah issued instructions to his
officers that they should treat the traders
and the travelers nicely. They should
not harass them. The Muqaddams were
held responsible for the property and
person of the traders. In case of loss of
life or property the Muqaddams were
held responsible. Sher Shah removed
many unwanted taxes which he thought
quite unnecessary. The merchants had
to pay the octroi duty at many places. He
removed them. In their place octroi duty
was charged at two places only-once when
a certain commodity entered the country
and again when that commodity was put
to sale. These concessions increased the
prospects of trade.
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clearance merely because it
is larger than 10,000 square
meters. As another example, an
industrial establishment set up in
an SEZ or NIMZ should not need
separate project clearance from
the environment ministry.

Secondly it was recommended
that the proportion of women in the
administration should be rapidly
moved up to their natural proportion
in the population; it was felt that
this would improve the timbre of
the administration and reduce
corruption. However this should not
be through reservations but rather
through greater representation at
the candidature stage itself.
Thirdly it was recommended that
India become a signatory to the
WTO Trade Facilitation Pact as early
as possible to drive the legislative
and administrative reform required
to speed up port clearances and
thus increase trade.
Fourthly it was recommended
that the government move rapidly
towards the target of 5031 judges
per million of population to
remove the extensive delays in
administration of justice.
The Haryana practice of buying
31 PTI Mar 6, 2010, HYDERABAD: Indian
judiciary would take 320 years to clear the
backlog of 31.28 million cases pending in
various courts including High courts in the
country, Andhra Pradesh High Court judge
Justice V V Rao said. “If one considers
the total pendency of cases in the Indian
judicial system, every judge in the country
will have an average load of about 2,147
cases,” Justice Rao said, while delivering
the keynote address on E-Governance
in Judiciary. India has 14,576 judges as
against the sanctioned strength of 17,641
including 630 High Court Judges. This
works out to a ratio of 10.5 judges per
million population, Justice Rao said. The
Apex court in 2002 had suggested 50
judges per million population, he said.
If the norm of 50 judicial officers per
million becomes reality by 2030 when the
country’s population would be 1.5 to 1.7
billion, the number of judges would go up
to 1.25 lakh dealing with 300 million case.
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Google Earth maps of the state
for each day to provide a basis for
settling of land disputes was greatly
appreciated and recommended for
all states.
A harder to implement reform was
accepted too; this was that both
the law & order forces (police) and
tax authorities be under a separate
function NOT within the state or
central governments respectively
to enable them to perform their
duties fairly and fearlessly without
political interference.
Urbanisation.........
The required level of urbanisation
to accommodate the shift of the
young population in search of jobs
from rural areas to urban areas
demands the growth of hundreds
of new cities. How can this be best
accomplished in a planned manner
rather than by the development of
overgrown villages ?
Two key principles need to
be borne in mind in setting a
national
urbanisation
policy,
which is currently absent. First,
city growth must be preceded
by an assessment of the current
and required carrying capacity
with the necessary infrastructure
being put in place BEFORE the
population grows. Secondly, the
appreciation in land values (15x
to 25x) after development is more
than adequate to pay for the
necessary infrastructure if this is
done as above; the world over city
governments have used the value
of land as a developmental tool.
Moreover, a time bound programme
to increase the carrying capacity of
India’s cities should be undertaken
to address the growing need for
urbanisation and movement of
persons off the farms.
The value of government owned
land in cities (i.e. state government
owned land) is huge and can and

should be used to make them
more liveable by improving the
AMENITY space per person; this
is in contrast with the current focus
and emphasis on raising floor area
ratios(FAR) or floor space indexes
(FSI). The current amenity ratio
in Indian cities is not only well
below the accepted Indian norm.
The reference to New York City in
respect of FSI/FAR is ill understood;
the average for New York City is
HALF THAT of Mumbai currently
as the city includes the boroughs
of Bronx, Queens, Staten Island
besides Manhattan. Moreover the
amenity space of New York per
person is much higher than it is
in Mumbai on account of the well
planned Central Park.
New cities can be systematically
developed by planning them with
two parameters in mind: they
should be sufficiently far away from
current cities (say 30-50Km) that
they permit the old and new cities
to grow outwards and secondly a
strong road/rail/metro link to bring
the new areas within half an hour’s
travel time of the old ones so that
residents can initially seek jobs in
the existing cities until jobs develop
in the new ones. The development
of jobs in the new cities is important
to prevent their becoming bedroom
communities to the old cities (e.g.
Navi Mumbai to Mumbai).
The discussion focused on the
lack of and need to develop
infrastructure to make cities more
liveable. The proposals for use of
land value appreciation to fund
it was understood but there was
concern that that increased value
rarely devolves to the city’s benefit
being siphoned off by builders in
league with corrupt officials.
There was a felt need for different
policies for small. Medium and large
cities as a one-size-fits-all approach
may be overly restrictive.
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Cities lacking distinctive character
was another concern and it was felt
that there ought to be a sufficient
distance from existing cities for a
city to develop its own character
instead of becoming a me-too
satellite of the existing city.
Section 1.04
Recommended Reforms Urbanisatiom
It was felt that the approach to
development of cities at 50 Km
intervals from current cities was
a good one and this ought to
be pursued for the SamudraTat
Expressways (NH5 and NH17)
and Akshansh Expressways(13
degree, 15 degree and 17 degree
expressways) as well as the
Mumbai-Bengaluru corridor along
NH4 to build a string of cities. The
high level of connectivity that these
expressways provide will address
the prerequisites stated above.
The use of the increased value
of land to pay for infrastructure
development by way of both
development-fees on builders and
property tax was recommended
to pay for adequate infrastructure
which should be provided in
anticipation of growth instead of as
an afterthought.
Existing
cities
should
be
decongested to increase the
amenity
space
per
citizen
instead of greater densification
as recommended in government
plans currently. The string of cities
approach provides a way of doing
this.
Land acquisition for new cities can
be done by a three step process.
First notify suitable areas meeting
the distance criterion above,
economic potential of the area
and the availability of at least
5000 hectares of contiguous nonagricultural land. Second invite
bids by current land owners who

will voluntarily exchange their land
for shares in a township company;
at least 80% of the participation
must be voluntary and a similar
proportion of the land should
be non-agricultural. Thirdly the
government can notify the township
company as authorised and having
the powers of the Special Planning
Authority32 for the city for a period
of say twenty years to develop the
new city.

note below35) Port in Andhra is a
combined highway, rail and oiland-gas-pipeline transport to and
from ports to bring about higher
levels of growth in the large
landlocked
Gangetic-PlainsStates of U.P., Bihar, Jharkhand
and Chhattisgarh. These states
need this corridor to bring their
growth rates up to those of the
coastal states of Tamilnadu and
Maharashtra or Gujarat.

Urban area management should
be through clear devolution of
funds and powers to the Third Tier
so that state interference in urban
planning and management as well
as in exploiting the increased value
of land for purposes other than
development of the city is avoided.
Distinctive parts of each city
(corresponding to tehsils/talukas
of zillas/jilhas) should have local
“borough councils” to plan for their
areas with citizen participation and
public hearings.

b) KICK is vastly superior to the
Eastern Corridor along existing
railway lines leading to the
slowly dying or at least stagnant
Haldia port with its heavy riversilting and short tidal windows.
Krishnapatnam has an 18 meter
draft and is projected to grow
with a $4bb investment by the
concessionaire to being one
of the largest ports of India.
Moreover this corridor would
provide access to other ports
such as Ennore and connect the
industrial heartland of U.P. to the
auto-hub in Chennai via NH5. A
somewhat daring possibility is
that KICK could be the route for a
river-interlinking canal conveying
surplus monsoon water runoffs
of the Ganges to the relatively
parched peninsula.

Landmark Projects to
Concretise the Recommended
Reforms
Kanpur33 Krishnapatnam
Infrastructure Corridor (KICK or
Kanha-Krishna Corridor)
a) KICK or 80DL, i.e. the 80 Degree
Longitude Kanpur Infrastructure
Corridor to Krishnapatnam34 (See
32 This has the power and authority of a
municipal council in a privately developed
city.
33 Nestled on the banks of the river Ganga,
Kanpur is emerging as one of northern
India’s major industrial centers with its
own historical, religious and commercial
value. Name the city is believed to have
been derived from Kanhiyapur, the city
of Kanhiya (Krishna). In the course of
time, probably abbreviated Kanhiyapur
Kanhapur and then as Kanpur
34 Krishnapatnam is a major port and market
center. It is situated at a distance of 24
km from Nellore City in Nellore District,
the southernmost coastal district in the
state of Andhra Pradesh, India and 200
kilometer north of Chennai. It has handled
30 million tonnes of cargo in its first 12
months of operations. 10 deep water

berths are operational at the port now,
(for coal, iron ore and general cargo)
and 2 breakwaters. It will soon have
additional 35 berths, with facilities to
handle containers etc. Krishnapatnam
can handle ships with load capacities of
1,50,000 tonnes. It has become one of
the deepest port of India with 18 meters
of draft. Krishnapatnam Port is connected
to the National Highway-5 through a state
highway.
Krishnapatnam is also the
location for a 4000MW Ultra Mega Power
Project of the Central Government.
35 The KICK is notably superior to the
previously proposed Delhi Kolkata
Industrial Corridor as Kolkata port has
very severe limitations on capacity arising
from its upriver location and high levels
of silting from Himalayan sand producing
shifting sandbars and making it a low
aperture tidal port with a low draft of
some 8 meters only.
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Cover Story
NagHub - the Development
of Nagpur (located at the
Centre of the country) as a
Hub i.e. as the Logistics
Distribution Hub (e.g.
for
packaged
goods
for the organised retail
trade) and an Electricity
Transmission Hub based
on:
•
the development
as
six-laned
divided
expressways of NH6 up
to Hajira (Surat) port in the
West and up to NH5 in the
East and similarly of NH7
in both directions towards
Delhi and Chennai
Coastal Expressways on the Peninsula
(Samudra-Tat Expressways)
These are envisaged as the main
North-South transportation routes for
all the ports of the peninsula to each
other and the population centres on the
peninsula. They represent the eightlaning of NH17 and NH5 with similar
eight lane connectivity to the ports and
resort towns on the coasts. Together
with the parallel expressways in the
next section they provide a complete
network of logistical connectivity to
the peninsula. This would maximise
the potential of the peninsula to
develop the manufacturing and
logistics required to support it.
The 13 degree, 15 degree and 17
degree
connector
expressways
(Akshansh-Marg Expressways)
These are envisaged as eight
lane expressways along the 13
degree, 15 degree and 17 degree
parallels
connecting
the
two
Samudra-Tat expressways. They
are complementary to the latter and
provide a close connection to either
coast for industrial locations and
population centres on the peninsula.
They connect ports on one or more
coast to urban and industrial areas
across the peninsula. Specifically,
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•

The 13 degree Parallel AkshanshMarg will connect
Mangalore
and Ennore

•

The 15 Degree Parallel AkshanshMarg will connect Marmagoa and
Krishnapatnam

•

The 17 Degree Parallel AkshanshMarg will connect Ratnagiri and
Kakinada

The Central India Power Hub
This recognises that the central part
of the country consisting of northeastern Maharashtra, north-western
Andhra, southern Madhya Pradesh
and Chattisgarh have dense forests,
are the source of many major rivers
such as the Narmada, Mahanadi,
Damodar, various tributaries of the
Godavari, etc. This together with the
mineral resources there makes it an
ideal location for as much as 100GW
of electric power generation. It needs
transmission “highways” connecting
these power sources to the various
population centres in the country. It
is possible to generate power in an
environmentally sustainable way in
this central part of India with water
reused and commercial forestry
producing many jobs in furniture
manufacturing.
The Nagpur

•
the development
of a strong, redundant HVDC
High-Voltage
Electricity
Grid
radiating from Nagpur towards
the four regional grids and with
the central power distribution
control station located in Nagpur
and coal-based and hydro-based
UMPPs in Vidarbha, as well as.
• the development of MIHAN
airport as an International Cargo
and (today: a sorely needed
Low Cost Carrier) Passengertransportation Hub, as envisaged
by the author in 1996 when the
project was conceived. MIHAN
though a brownfield development
is effectively an orphan today and
can be adopted by JICA

The National Highway Solar Electric
Power Generation Project
HISOLEC, the 10,000 Megawatt
Highway
Solar
Electric
to generate 10+
Programme36
Gigawatts of daytime solar power
using Solar Panels on the medians
of the nationwide National Highway

36 Paper presented by the author at the
Golden
Maharashtra
Infrastructure
Summit 2009. Maharashtra Economic
Development Council (MEDC) and
Government of Maharashtra jointly
organized a summit “Golden Maharashtra
Distribution Hub
– Infrastructure Summit” on 4th & 5th of
August 2009.
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The Chain of New Cities
(on KICK, Samudra-Tat,
Akshansh-Marg, MBIC)
Approach
This
envisages
the
development of new cities at
approximately 50 Km intervals
along these expressways
and at sea-side areas with
tourism potential.
The Geographic-Data
Mapped Integrated Cropping
and Skilling Programme
(GEONOMICS)

system (GQ and NSEW) (with takeoff points at toll booths) to provide
industry with daytime power with
the additional benefit of providing
an Electricity Transmission Corridor
and energising several Tier-2 and
Tier-3 towns and associated villages
in between the major metropolitan
areas. The programme is similar
in order of magnitude to the 20GW
JNSEM and so very significant.,
Moreover it avoids the usual
constraints of land acquisition and
environmental clearances which
have been completed already for
the highways and enables Discoms
to meet their Renewal Power
Obligations (RPOs).
The Mumbai Bangalore Industrial
Corridor (MBIC)
Recently
brought
to
public
attention by the Prime Minster of
the U.K. it lends itself to the same
developmental paradigm that has
benefits outlined for the Samudratat
expressways.

This aims at increasing
rural incomes. It envisages
a resource-satellite based
mapping of all villages
(determined by watersheds
and not as “revenue villages”)
to identify water sources and
soil conditions to determine
suitable cropping patterns.
In addition it envisages a
move of unwilling farmers to
district towns by giving them skills
to undertake other employment as
appropriate to each district.
The Israeli-Cooperative
Agricultural Research Project
This envisages the use of existing
bilateral cooperation agreements in
agriculture and science&technology
to
outsource
research
into
production of suitable varieties for
Indian agricultural and horticultural
production as well as dairying,
especially to withstand water stress
and salinity problems.
The Government-ownership
Portfolio Management Project
(Portman)

as the central government should
indeed be.
The Legal Occam’s Razor Project
This envisages a review of current
legislation which has developed
as one patina on another over
centruries to the point that some
1100 laws at the central government
level and many more collectively at
the level of the states strangulates
all economic activity. The aim
would be to eliminate obsolete
laws and trim others to eliminate
overlapping coverage or regulation.
The Financial Sector Legislative
Reform Commission has already
led the way in this direction.
One could conclude by emphasizing
EXECUTION, a great Indian
weakness.
•

A couplet from the poet Iqbal
cited
by
one
participant
sums up the importance of
EXCELLENCE IN EXECUTION
for all these recommendations:
Husne tadbirse jaag uthata
hai kaumka naseeb,
Kabhi
badaltee
nahin
taqdeer armanonse !

(Translation:
Good
planning/
administration changes the fortunes
of societies, mere aspirations do
not change the future)
•

A famous Marathi Poet-Saint
Sant Ramdas too had said:
“Kelayanech hot ahe re
Aadhi kelechi pahije”

(Translation: Things happen only
when they are DONE, so one must
DO first).

This presents an alternate view
to radical divestment/privatisation
of banks and other public sector
units, viz a portfolio-rotation for
the government from industrial
assets to infrastructure assets.
Such portfolio rotation is a common
activity with sophisticated investors,
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Current Topic
Highlights :
• There is Merit in the waiting
• Passion always pays

Mr. V. T. Pai
Preamble :
* During the month of December 2013,
RBI has announce in consultation with
Govt. of India, certain measure having
far reaching impact in the world of
Banking Industries. In the following
paragraph we have tried to capture
significant of them. Those interested
in further detais please write to us
directly.
1. Rajan Goes Against the Grain,
Roots for Growth
Reserve Bank of India Governor
Raghuram Rajan took the market by
surprise on Wednesday, keeping the
key policy rate unchanged in the face
of overwhelming expectations that it
would be raised, citing the tenuous
state of the economy and hopes that
food prices may be declining.
“ Current inflation is too high,” it said
in a release on Wednesday.”However,
given the wide bands of uncertainty
surrounding the short-term path of
inflation from its high current levels,
and given the weak state of the
economy, the inadvisability of overly
reactive policy action, as well as the
long lags with which monetary policy
works, there is merit in waiting for
more data to reduce uncertainty.”
2. RBI to Keep Vigil on Inflation
The central bank’s move to hold the
repo rate at 7.75%, the reverse repo
at 6.75%, the cash reserve ratio at
4% and the marginal standing facility
and the bank rate at 8.75% followed
what seemed to be strong signals that
an increase was all but inevitable in
the face of unrelenting inflation. Rajan
has raised the repo rate twice by 25
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basis points each since taking over in
September.

the Reserve Bank governor added.

RBI’s decision was welcomed by
Chanda Kochhar, managing director
and chief executive officer of ICICI
Bank, given the threats to the
economy, the likelihood of food prices
easing further and the delayed impact
of previous rate hikes.

The governor’s comments brought
cheer to currency dealers, many of
whom saw his remarks as signaling
a pragmatic policy stance from the
Reserve Bank of India in the months
ahead. This pushed the rupee to a
one-week high of 61.83 against the
US dollar.

“The policy also recognises the
improvement in India’s external
balances while acknowledging the
risks of tapering by the US Federal
Reserve,” she said. “In view of
the current macro situation, RBI’s
commitment to managing adequate
systemic liquidity and its balanced
approach to growth and inflation
should be seen as positives for
economic recovery and stability.”

Rajan believes the one-size-fits-all
approach to fighting inflation will not
be effective in India. “What are the
hawks basically going on about?
Their point is that you have to raise
interest rates to such a high level that
it leads to strong expectations that
inflation will come down. That kind
of discussion is based on developed
economies where the expectations
channel works well.”

3. One Size Doesn’t Fit All in India
: RBI Governor

4. This is Not a pause : Rajan

Although the central bank is committed
to reducing inflation, it will not do so at
the risk of over-tightening monetary
policy in a weak economy. In an
exclusive interview with ET NOW, RBI
Governor Raghuram Rajan defended
his decision to hold rates in the MidQuarter Monetary Policy Review on
December 18, saying that tightening
further at this juncture would have
severely
hit
demand,
without
necessarily
dampening
inflation
expectations.
“We have already done two sets of
hikes. If we keep doing this without
giving it some time, we may be in
danger of over-tightening. That has
its consequences also in a weak
economy,” said Rajan. “At this point,
when the economy is relatively weak,
you don’t want to be trigger-happy,”

However, Rajan reiterated the central
bank’s stand that it is firmly against
high inflation, and that the status
quo should not be misunderstood as
a change in stance. “That is why we
emphasised, this is not a pause, this
is not a stop. This is basically waiting
for data,” he added.
“We recognized the possibility that
such a signal could be sent out, which
is why we drafted the language of
the policy very carefully,” said Rajan,
adding that RBI had decided to hold
rates even before the latest CPI
and WPI data. “We can’t take policy
action every six weeks. We need to
allow some time for the forces that we
think are under way to play out,” he
explained.
Rajan added that weakening growth
and a stronger currency coupled with a
good harvest will have a disinflationary
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impact on the economy.
5. Controlling inflation continues
to be RBI Priority, Says Rajan
Rajan Increased the key interest rate
twice by 0.25% each in successive
monetary policies, but refrained from
hiking it further at the 18 December
mid-quarter monetary policy review
despite high inflation .
6. At the End of 2013, RBI Warns of
a lurking Loan Contagion
Higher-than-normal
bank
loan
exposure to corporate groups may
end up putting the entire financial
system at risk as a loan default could
spiral out of control, causing bigger
losses to the system, a Reserve Bank
of India study shows.
lthough there are now limits to a bank’s
exposure to a particular corporate or a
business group, these limits are far in
excess of best global practices and
end up putting the banking system on
a weak wicket. “In several cases, the
contagion losses are significant and
could exceed the direct losses caused
by failure of the corporate/group,” said
the latest Financial Stability Report.
“Stress scenario indicates that the
failure of a large corporate group
could result in a total loss of over 60%
of the banking system’s capital (when
the loss given default is 100%),” the
report said. Loss given default broadly
refers to the amount of funds that a
bank loses when a borrower defaults.
The
Financial
Stability
Report
assesses the risks in the financial
system on the assumption of some
extreme events.
7. Need to Move towards Global
standards
“A review of the extant single and
group borrower exposure limits would
considerably enhance the stability of
the banking sector,” said the report.
At present, banks can lend up to 25%
of their total capital to a corporate,
while lending to group companies is
limited to 55% of total capital. RBI has
hinted that the exposure to borrowers

could be linked to tier-I capital —
comprising equity and reserves
— rather than total capital, which
includes some category of bonds.
RBI has called a review of exposure
norms after the International Monetary
Fund and World Bank conducted
a study, the Financial Stability
Assessment Programme ( FSAP),
during 2011-12 which assessed India
to be materially non-compliant with
Basel Core Principle 10 related to
‘large exposure limits’.
The report said the large exposure
limits of 40% — which can
exceptionally be brought to 50% for
infrastructure exposure — for a group
borrower is significantly higher than
the large exposure limit of 25% that
are considered good international
practice.
8. All Banks Take a New Year
Resolution to serve Clients
Banks will be forced to make a drastic
change in rules in the new year
that will be much more supportive
of customers who are victims of
electronic fraud. Customers will have
to be compensated for such theft
unless the bank can prove that the
fraud occurred due to negligence on
the part of the client.
This is part of the revised code
approved by the Banking Codes and
Standards Board of India (BCSBI) in
December. The code has prescribed
simplified process for opening basic
accounts and talks about offering
doorstep
service
for
disabled
customers and senior citizens, while
frowning upon the misspelling of thirdparty products such as insurance. The
BCSBI frames a code of commitment
for banks aimed at protecting
customer’s rights and entitlements. It
also obliges every branch to display
on the notice board the documents
required for opening small accounts
and pledge itself to opening more
such accounts.
The revised code on electronic
transactions puts the onus on the

bank to demonstrate that the customer
compromised the user name and
ID,leading to the fraud. This seeks
to overturn the current system thats
loaded in favour of the banks, with
customers who have been defrauded
getting scant comfort. Banks are
known to resist attempts by aggrieved
customers to get their money back,
with some receiving justice years after
the fraud has been perpetrated.
“The revised code has ensured
that the customers interests are
fully protected and he is not put to
any harm or financial loss, said AC
Mahajan,chairman of BCSBI.
9. Revised Code Puts Onus on
Banks for BC Conduct
“The revised code says if the customer
incurs any direct loss due to a security
breach of the Internet banking system
that is not contributed or caused by
the customer, the bank will bear the
loss, unless it is able to establish that
the customer is guilty.”
The revised code, which is expected to
come into force in January, assumes
significance as electronic transactions
and related frauds are likely to rise.
The number of electronic transactions
rose 11% to Rs 854 crore in 2012-13
over the previous year.
Regarding mis-selling of products, the
revised code has mandated banks not
to compel regular banking customers to
buy third-party products on a quid pro
quo basis. This comes in the backdrop
of banks pushing insurance products to
customers to meet sales targets.
The revised code also puts the onus
on banks for the conduct of their
business correspondents, who are
appointed for serving customers in
unbanked areas. The code says banks
will be responsible for any acts of
omission and commission committed
by business correspondents.
views expressed are personal
vtpai@medcindia.com
The author is Director - Finance,
MEDC
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News in MEDC
Summary Proceeding of the Business Conference on “Value Added Agriculture – Supply
Chain Management and Dairy Processing” 28th December 2013, Hotel Pride, Nagpur
and Pune district and Maharashtra
and Japan in agricultural production.
Scientific officer of Bhabha Atomic
Research
Centre
(BARC),
Dr.
Sanjay Jambhulkar, explained the
successful experiments conducted by
BARC in developing crops. Mr. R.B.
Chalwade, Deputy Agriculture and
Mktg, Maharashtra State Agriculture
Marketing Board gave an overview of
the facilities and incentives provided
by MSAMB for farmers.

Networking of investors, scientists
and progressive farmers needed
for building supply chain
- Dr. V. Prakash
Dr. V. Prakash, distinguished scientist
of CSIR, has stressed the need for
networking of investors, scientists
and progressive farmers for creating
an effective supply chain of farm
products to take these products from
“farm to folks”.
“We don’t need only supply chain, but
we need to develop quality supply
chain for agriculture products,”
said Dr. Prakash in his keynote
address at the conference on ‘Value
added agriculture: Supply chain
management and dairy processing.’
It was organised jointly by Agrovision,
Maharashtra Economic Development
Council (MEDC) and MM Activ SciTech Communications as part of the
fifth Agovision here on Saturday,
28th December 2013 at Hotel Pride,
Nagpur.
Dr. Prakash emphasized on doing
individual product-based mapping
requirements of supply chain and
suggested to organisations like
Agrovision and MEDC to select a
few important crops and prepare
a detailed note on what needs to
be done for building a supply chain
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for those crops to submit it to the
government for action. He pointed
out that people wrongly want
farmers to be entrepreneurs. Unlike
entrepreneurs,
farmers
cannot
take up all the responsibilities from
growing to supply and marketing and
hence an effective supply chain is a
necessity.
He also said primary processing,
right from plucking to storing and
taking the product to market without
damaging it, was important in supply
chain and India is good only in primary
processing. He criticized people’s
attitude of hearing some statistics
somewhere and spreading the wrong
figures for next few years. When one
considers cooking in the domestic
kitchens also Indians process 73 per
cent of their food. But unfortunately
processing is restricted to only 2
per cent of fruits and vegetables, he
pointed out. In the entire process of
creating effective supply chain, what
is most important is “high science and
low cost,” he added.
Later, during the session, President
of Technology transfer association,
Mr. Y. H. Gharpure, regretted that
our agro processing was low and
this is not acceptable. He stressed
the need for targeted approach and
made comparisons between Israel

In his introductory remarks, MEDC
president Cdr (Retd.) Dipak Naik
said technologies were available
and the issue was to transfer these
technologies to farmers. Supply chain
was needed in areas like Vidarbha to
transit from “Aatmahatya” (suicide) to
“Aatmanirbharata” (self- sufficiency)
to “Aatmavishwas” (self-confidence.)
Deputy GM of NABARAD, Mr. Sudhir
Dhanvijay explained various scheme
of NABARD for agriculture. Organising
secretary of Agrovision, Mr. Ravi
Boratkar welcomed the guests.
The second session focused on
ways to increase the productivity of
the dairy industry in Vidarbha. Dr.
Chandraprakash Malhani of Praj
Industries Ltd threw light on ways
of improving the performance of the
dairy processing industry, mainly by
increasing milk productivity and the
quality which would make dairy not
just sustainable but profitable.
Cdr. Dipak Naik shared his concluding
remarks where he expressed the
need to implement the suggestions
discussed during the course of the
day. He also stressed the need for
a full-fledged conference on dairy
processing industry. Mr. Ravi Boratkar
expressed the final vote of thanks.
More than 100 special invitees and
businessman,
executives,
Govt.
officials from agriculture sector were
participated in this conference.
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